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The Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (the Barcelona Process) is now approaching the 
fifth anniversary of its inception at the Barcelona Conference in November 1995 and 
its seems an appropriate moment to examine to what extent the aspirations of its 
authors and participants have been realised. With this in mind, the Instituto de 
Estudos Estrategicos e Internacionais (IEEI) in Lisbon, with the support of the 
Portuguese government, decided to carry out a review of the Process to date in these 
terms. To carry out this study, IEEI circulated selected member-institutes of the 
EuroMeSCo network and independent commentators with a standard questionnaire 
that sought their views and the views of their governments on the three chapters of the 
Barcelona Declaration, with particular emphasis on the progress made in achieving 
the objectives set in 1995 1

• The major emphasis was placed on the bilateral free trade 
area agreements, as these are the best-defined aspects of the Partnership and have had 
the most obvious and immediate effects of member-states, particularly in the Southern 
Mediterranean. The Institute's staff carried out additional research into associated 
aspects of the Partnership, in order to provide a balanced picture of the contemporary 
situation. 

The Barcelona Declaration sought to outline a policy process designed to create a . 
zone of shared stability, peace and prosperity within the Mediterranean basin. It drew 
on the experience of both the European Union's bilateral cooperation and association 
agreements with the South Mediterranean states, going back to 1969, arid on the 
experiences of multilateral confidence and security building initiatives, as developed 
in the European arena at the Helsinki Conference in 1975 and as proposed for the 
Mediterranean basin in a series of initiatives, from the Conference on Security and 
Cooperation in the Mediterranean, proposed in 1990, through the "Five-plus-Five" 
discussions initiated by France to the Mediterranean Forum created by Egypt in 1994. 
It was, by definition, holistic in nature and had to be designed to complement the 
Middle East peace process, which started in Madrid in October 1991 under American 
aegis. 

Insofar as the Partnership policy enshrined in the declaration was an initiative of the 
European Union, its day-to-day management has been largely confined to the 
European Commission, where it forms part of the responsibilities of the directorate
general for external affairs. Strategic responsibility, however, remains with the 
foreign ministers of the countries concerned and is usually articulated through their 
representatives, the senior officials. This arrangement has had several important 
consequences on the way in which the Partnership has operated to date, some of 
which are reflected in the responses received to the questionnaire. 

• Firstly, management of the Partnership is an intensely bureaucratic affair -
inevitable in the circumstances but an aspect that often hampers relations with 
civil society institutions. 

1 This is included with this document as Appendix I. 



• Secondly, since the bureaucratic input is generated within the Commission, the 
available staff is extremely limited- a factor which hinders rapid response ·and 
which has also led to complaints about efficiency, particularly over the 
financial aid aspects of the process. 

• Thirdly, partly because of European administrative control of the Partnership 
and partly because of difficulties related to the Middle East peace process, 
Southern Partner states do not appear to feel any real ownership of it This is 
an aspect to which considerable attention should be paid, as it undermines the 
confidence and security building aspects of the Partnership. 

Within these constraints, the Partnership has evolved in three different ways, all of 
which are addressed in this report. 

• There are first, in the economic chapter of the 1995 Barcelona Declaration, the 
bilateral association agreements which enshrine the principle of free trade in 
industrial goods and services, as a mechanism to stimulate economic growth. 

• Then there is the multilateral aspect of the process which, in many ways, is its 
real core and which is enshrined in two of the three chapters of the Barcelona 

-Declaration. These cover political and security matters in one basket and 
cultural and social issues in another. 

• Finally, there is the parallel financial aid programme, known as the MEDA 
(Mesures d'ajustement) programme, which, under the first MEDA I 
programme, was budgeted to provide 4.685 billion for the first five year 
period -just 1.27 per cent of the European budget, a limit agreed upon at the 
European Union's Edinburgh summit in the early 1990s. This programme is 
now being considered for renewal as the MEDA II programme. It should also 
be borne in mind that a similar amount of soft loans and other aid is available 
to South Mediterranean states under this protocol from the European 
Investment Bank. 

This report will try to address all three aspects of the Partnership, although priority 
will be given to the three chapters ofthe Barcelona Declaration. 

Attitudes towards the Barcelona Process 

Not surprisingly, the evolution of attitudes towards the Euro-Mediterranean 
Partnership has developed very differently on each side of the Mediterranean. 
European states tend to have developed more holistic and integrated views of the 
Process whilst South Mediterranean attitudes are far more specific, focussing on the 
economic aspects of the Partnership. 
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The European dimension 

As far as European states are concerned, official attitudes towards the Barcelona 
Process largely reflect the degree to which specific governments were originally 
involved in its actual formulation, as well as the role that the Mediterranean region 
would play within national foreign policy formulation. At the same time, anxieties 
exist over the effectiveness of the Partnership in achieving its stated objectives in 
some capitals and there is an awareness that European interest in extra-European 
affairs has, in general diminished in recent years as domestic and specifically 
European affairs come to dominate the European agenda. There is also a remarkable 
ignorance of and disinterest about the Partnership amongst the media and within 
public opinion which becomes more marked the more distant the target audience is 
from the Mediterranean region. 

Thus, the Spanish government - as one of the most active states in organising the 
Barcelona Conference in 1995 - sees itself as a major contemporary supporter of the 
Partnership and is active in every forum related to the Barcelona Process. Given its 
Mediterranean location, it is also extremely active on a bilateral basis, in initiatives 
that run in parallel with the Partnership. There are, however, very active concerns 
over the likely outcomes in Spain. Government and non-governmental institutions are 
particularly concerned over the economic implications of the Process, as well as over 
the associated phenomenon of migration since it sees itself at the European "frontline" 
in this respect. These concerns are, of course, reflected in popular attitudes as the 
Elijo riots earlier this year made clear. Discontinuities can therefore arise in Spanish 
attitudes towards the Process when governments change or as a result of domestic 
lobby pressure - the row over Jordanian tomato exports which has delayed the 
ratification of the free trade area agreement with Jordan being a good example. 

Italy and Portugal also have similar commitments to the Process at official levels. For 
Italy, the Mediterranean is clearly a major arena of traditional policy interest, given its 
trade and energy relations in the South Mediterranean region. The Italian government 
is, however, very concerned about the continuing disparities in economic relations 
across the Mediterranean and within the Southern Mediterranean region. It feels that 
there is not yet a truly European commitment to handle these disparities on a common 
and concerted basis. For the Portuguese government, the multilateral nature of the 
Process is extremely important, although it recognises the significance of the bilateral 
economic agreements as well, provided their multilateral implications are recognised. 
It is also extremely anxious to ensure that the inherent tendency within the Partnership 
for the creation of bureaucratic mechanisms be resisted as strongly as possible. 

As a major European state, France - which differs from other major European states 
because it is also a Mediterranean power - nevertheless shares many British and 
German concerns over the Process. Nonetheless, the French government, given its 
traditional involvement, primarily in the Western Mediterranean, continues to be a 
strong supporter of the Partnership and is anxious to support all initiatives directed 
towards the South Mediterranean region. However, such commitments are also 
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subordinate to French perceptions of national interest, rather than being an inherent 
element within it. 

The other two major European states - Germany and Britain - are very supportive of 
the Partnership but take a more remote view of its potential and evolution. The 
German government continues to be very supportive of the Barcelona Process but, 
since the Mediterranean basin - outside the issues of the Middle East peace process 
and Turkey- plays little part in Germany's perception of its own strategic interests or 
in affecting public opinion, the Schroeder government recognises that the Partnership 
has slipped down its list of priorities. 

The British government, rather like its German counterpart, has little intrinsic interest 
in Mediterranean affairs, despite its traditional naval and strategic concerns there. It 
also takes a much more pragmatic view of the Process, setting it off against other 
Mediterranean concerns, such as the Middle East peace process. Although the 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office is anxious to underline its support for the 
Partnership, it is also ready to express its reservations. There are concerns in London 
over its effectiveness for, although it is wide-ranging and inclusive, its objectives are 
vague and are threatened by vested interest in the South Mediterranean, particularly as 
far as the economic basket is concerned, for the British government is not convinced 
that economic reform and restructuring has yet been pushed far enough. There is also 
a belief (which seems to reflect British Atlanticism) that, until the Middle East peace 
process has been successfully resolved, real progress in the Barcelona Process cannot 
be expected. At present, therefore, the costs of Barcelona are felt to outweigh the 
benefits and full British commitment will only come when this position is reversed. 

Ratification 

Several of these attitudes have emerged in the process of ratification of the association 
agreements. Of the agreements currently in force - with Morocco, Tunisia, the 
Palestine Authority, Israel and Turkey - there had been no fundamental problem as 
far as most European states were concerned. The arrival of the Netanyahu 
government to power in Israel in 1996 had, however, led to a significant delay in 
ratification of the Israel-EU agreement by the French Assembly in protest at the new 
Israeli government's obstructive attitude in the Middle East peace process. Otherwise 
the French Assembly had ratified the agreements by large majorities, with the 
Communist Party abstaining. The Turkish agreement, being a straightforward 
customs union agreement with the Union, did not need subsequent ratification and the 
Palestinian agreement, since it only had interim status, posed no problem in France 
either. The ratification of the Moroccan-EU agreement had also been delayed in 
Spain because of anxieties over the implications of the agricultural quota system and 
over migration issues, but these were generic concerns in the Cortes, which affected 
and will affect other agreements in the context of the Barcelona Process. 
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The one European state where problems did arise and will arise over the question of 
ratification was Italy. Italy was the last country to ratify the Moroccan agreement, 
which it did only after five years, so that the agreement only entered into force in 
March 2000, and there was a two-year delay in the ratification of the Tunisia 
agreement as well. In both cases, the delays reflected concerns over agricultural 
competition - although agriculture did not form part of the free trade arrangements, 
being covered instead by the pre-existing quota arrangements. In the case of 
Morocco, Italian anxieties were spurred over the question of citrus imports and, with 
Tunisia, there were concerns over the special agreement given to Tunisia over olive 
oil exports to Europe. It seems to be the case that, for Italy, despite its general 
enthusiasm for the Barcelona Process, difficulties will arise if Italian produce in the 
agricultural and textile fields is threatened. 

It is, perhaps, legitimate to raise the question of whether similar problems over 
ratification are likely to arise with those agreements now being negotiated or 
projected- with Syria, Lebanon, Algeria and Egypt. An agreement with Libya is still 
some way off since Libya has not yet officially accepted the all-important Barcelona 
acquzs. Once again, since few European states anticipate major problems of 
competition, there appears, on the face of it, to be little danger of any significant 
problem over the ratification of such agreements. Once again, however, national 
interest influences the overall picture. Spain, Portugal and Germany anticipate few 
problems over ratification since the most sensitive issues, for them, have already been 
addressed. France anticipates that negotiations with Syria and Algeria will be long 
drawn-out and is, in any case, only concerned in the implications of economic 
liberalism, as expressed in the free trade areas, for its own national interests. This has 
been the major concern of the Assembly, which is currently concerned with the new 
MEDA II funding programme. Spain, since it sees no real threat to its national 
interests from those countries now in negotiation - it has minimal interests in 
Lebanon and Syria and, with Egypt, is more concerned about product standards -
anticipates no ratification problems. In Germany, both government and parliament 
consider that the creation of economic liberalisation through free trade in the 
Mediterranean is inevitable and this encourages prompt ratification. 

Britain does not anticipate difficulties over the ratification procedures themselves but 
there are likely to be considerable difficulties over the terms of the agreements. The 
Egyptian agreement should soon be ready for ratification, although there have been 
bureaucratic delays in Egypt itself and South European anxieties over the agricultural 
implications will cause delays in ratification there. Britain is also unwilling to accept 
the anticipated Algerian demands for political concessions within its proposed 
agreement with the Union. With Syria, internal bureaucratic resistance to liberalised 
markets will occasion delay, as will domestic opposition to the political scrutiny 
implied by the acquis. Similar difficulties will occur with Syria, although outline 
agreement is expected by 2001. 

British anxieties over difficulties in the negotiating process are borne out by Italian 
concerns. The agreement with Egypt is likely to run into considerable difficulties 
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during the ratification process because of the anticipated threats to Italy's domestic 
textiles and rice production, for Italy and Greece are major rice importers from Egypt 
but Italian domestic rice production in the Po valley fears that the agreement will 
increase rice imports from Egypt. Indeed, the rice growers' federation - the 
Confriscolti- has already made its anxieties known. Few problems are expected with 
Algeria, but negotiations with Syria and Lebanon are likely to be slowed by the fact 
that both countries are traditional competitors with Italy, particularly in the field of 
textiles. 

Surprisingly, in view of these specific concerns and the differences in the attitudes of 
European states, there appears to be little desire to impose special conditions on the 
association agreements themselves. France has no special concerns since the 
association agreements are limited to industrial free trade, thus avoiding problems 
with its powerful domestic lobby, although there are related concerns over migration 
in the short-term. Spain and Italy are also concerned over agricultural issues but these 
are not at present integrated into the free trade area agreements - although they may 
soon be, if the discussions on agricultural free trade, initiated at the start of this year, 
are accelerated. Italy, in short, supports the logic behind the Barcelona Process but 
has concerns over competition, whilst Spain is anxious over the status of the European 
Union's fishing agreements with Morocco, a concern shared by Portugal. 

Not surprisingly, Germany and Britain have few worries about the structure of future 
agreements because they have little direct impact in either country. Germany is not 
anxious to initiate such a discussion because of its isolation from Mediterranean 
problems. Britain is primarily concerned to ensure that the philosophy behind the 
Barcelona Process and the association agreements is maintained, so that there is an 
inherent consistency throughout the process, the model of the association agreements 
is standardised as far as possible and the political dimension of the Process, in terms 
of good governance and respect for human rights, continues to be a shared principle 
that binds the Partnership together. 

Southern attitudes 

Determining Southern attitudes towards the Barcelona Process and the Partnership is 
a little more complex than analysing European views because the situation in the 
South is more fragmented. Although the two multilateral chapters of the Barcelona 
Declaration are holistic in their intentions, their application is complicated by the 
Middle East peace process, which creates an immediate divide between Israel and 
Arab states, and by the very different attitudes adopted by their governments towards 
political and cultural issues. Furthermore, the global similarities in the bilateral 
agreements implied by the association agreement model is complicated by the fact 
that Israel and Turkey enjoy agreements which differ in detail and intent- Turkey's 
customs union agreement, together with the implications of full EU membership, 
obviously create different attitudes and expectations, whilst Israel has had a free trade 
agreement with the Union since 1975 and the current agreement is thus an extension 
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of an existing arrangements. All other states are, to a greater or lesser extent, having 
to confront completely new circumstances as a result of the agreements they have 
signed or will sign. 

The Turkish government considers that the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership has ended 
what it considered as a fragmentation of the Mediterranean space as far as Turkey was 
concerned. Through its membership of the Islamic Conference Organisation, its good 
relations with Israel and its customs union agreement and status as a candidate 
member of the European Union, Turkey can now develop holistic policies towards the 
region. Although the Turkish elites and Turkish public opinion is, as yet, unaware of 
this new potential, the government anticipates developing new commercial 
opportunities in the Maghrib, exploiting niche markets in the Mashriq and expanding 
its relations with Greece, Spain and Portugal. To this end, it has sought to make 
commercial agreements around the Mediterranean and already enjoys free trade 
agreements with Malta and Israel. No progress has been achieved, for obvious 
political reasons, with Cyprus and Syria. Turkey's overriding objective is to increase 
Mediterranean trade in time for the anticipated economic integration ofthe South after 
20 I 0, so that it can maximise the dynamic effects of such a development and 
prioritise its Mediterranean over its European concerns. 

Israel's attitude towards the Barcelona Process is far more closely allied towards its 
desire to reinforce its relationship with Europe - despite its suspicions of European 
Union policy over the Middle East peace process. Both government and elite are well 
aware of the potential of closer partnership with Europe, in the economic sphere, at 
least. Israeli public opinion, however, ignores this consideration largely because it is 
unaware of the Barcelona Process and its implications for Israel. The government 
expects the 1995 free trade agreement, which only came into operation this year as an 
extension of the 1975 free trade agreement to help towards reducing Israel's trade 
deficit with Europe and towards avoiding trade diversion. The four-year delay in 
ratification, with Belgium and France being the last to sign, meant that little progress 
was made in improving free trade, except through a few agricultural concessions via 
the interim agreement that was brought into effect during the delay. There were no 
customs tariff reductions and Israel was under no pressure to speed up its privatisation 
campaign. Israel would now like the special status offered to it at the Union's Essen 
conference in 1994 to be implemented, to improve its economic integration into the 
European space. It specifically seeks access to the EU scientific arena and the grant 
of diagonal rules-of-cumulation in order to allow it to exploit the comparative 
advantage and cooperative opportunities offered by South Mediterranean partner 
states. 

Jordan's aspirations were originally more typical of the South Mediterranean partner
states. In 1995, the Jordan government had a predominantly instrumental view of the 
Barcelona process. It expected that membership would attract foreign direct 
investment and facilitate technology transfer, as well as giving it better access to 
global markets. It also anticipated that economic restructuring along the lines 
anticipated by the European Union and implicit in the association agreement it signed 
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in April 1997, together with competition from European industry, would stimulate 
competitivity and improve product quality, and that this would be aided by the MEDA 
programme, even though it had not adopted investor-friendly legislation and had not 
even developed a reliable statistical base. The Jordanian elite shared these aspirations 
and sought new markets, although a minority was anxious to prioritise the Arab 
world. For the Jordanian population at large, the potential of the Barcelona Process 
was not seen as separate from their general aspirations for employment and increased 
prosperity. Few of these hopes have been realised since eight European states have 
yet to rati1y the agreement and it has not, consequently, entered into force. 

The only significant changes of the type that the Barcelona Process is intended to 
introduce that have occurred in Jordan have been those consequent upon Jordan's 
accession to World Trade Organisation (WTO) membership. These have resulted in 
tariff reductions and consequent new fiscal initiatives with sales tax being expected to 
rise from 13 to 20 per cent. In addition, import deposit schemes have been 
introduced, even for inputs that will eventually be re-exported. In this case, the 
deposit is held as a commitment for future input imports so that the exporter is paying 
an involuntary tax, estimated at up to I 0 per cent of working capital. On the other 
hand, Jordan has met the general requirements of WTO membership and has slowly 
begun a privatisation programme. 

Yet the privatisation programme lacks transparency and government expenditure has 
risen - by 7. 7 per cent in the first quarter of this year. In addition, there are grave 
anxieties over the social implications of the reforms imposed by the WTO. In a 
revealing comment by Dr Mohammed Kheir Mamser, a former minister, recently, it 
emerged that the figure for absolute poverty in Jordan had risen from 12 per cent of 
the population before the economic restructuring programme began to 22 per cent 
today. Official sources have privately admitted that the true level was of the order of 
33 per cent, with abject poverty rising from 1.5 per cent to 11 per cent during the 
same period. Of course, Jordan's situation is unique, given the effect of sanctions 
against Iraq and the problems it has in its economic and political relations with Israel. 
Nonetheless, such statistics may reveal a serious short-term consequence of the 
reforms proposed in the context of the Barcelona Process without the necessary 
financial support-base. 

Attitudes towards the Barcelona Process in Jordan at present illustrate the 
consequences of this frustrated history of negotiation and ratification. The 
government has created a technical support unit to aid companies through the reform 
process, but this has proved to be virtually irrelevant to the real needs of the industries 
affected. The Jordanian elite has become sceptical over the benefits of reform, not 
least because it feels that Jordan lacks the essential economic structure to be able to 
properly benefit from open industrial competition with Europe. Public opinion is 
unaware of the potential implications of the Partnership for its own well-being and 
when, occasionally, comment is made, it is to the effect that the elite will be the 
ultimate beneficiaries. 
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Despite these disappointments, the Jordanian government continues to believe that 
accession to the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership will stimulate direct foreign 
investment which will help to correct the chronic trade deficit and the unemployment 
situation. Commentators are not so sure, arguing that the lack of an appropriate legal 
framework will vitiate such initiatives and questioning whether an economy as under
developed as that of Jordan can really benefit from Barcelona-type developmental 
initiatives. There is also a basic suspicion that whatever wealth is created will not 
trickle down through the economy, being retained by the elite (al-hitan - the 
"whales") instead. 

The Jordanian case is particularly interesting for it contains many of the fears and 
hopes voiced elsewhere in the Mediterranean in a more extreme form. For the 
Moroccan government, for instance, the Partnership was to be a means by which 
investment flows could be encouraged, although the Moroccan elites feared that it 
would become a means by which North-South imbalances would be increased, rather 
than diminished and for the population at large, the Partnership seemed irrelevant 
because it did not appear to respond to their profound and immediate needs. In 
Tunisia, the picture was similar, although the government had long before recognised 
that it had no other real future but alongside the European Union. 

In Algeria matters were somewhat different, although the government was anxious to 
convince foreign investors that Algeria was now a safe investment destination in order 
to revive the non-oil private sector. It was also anxious to enforce upon Algerian 
entrepreneurs a realisation that economic liberalisation was an inescapable 
consequence of the changes of recent years and to persuade foreign opinion that 
Algeria was now a respectable diplomatic partner. The power elite held similar views 
but was also worried about the negative implications of the process for their interests, 
whilst the private sector worried about the negative consequences of openness and of 
the loss of access to oil rent. Public opinion, once again, was indifferent, seeing the 
Partnership merely as a mechanism for regime legitimisation and not realising the 
communal possibilities offered by the Process itself. Negotiations on the Algerian 
agreement continue and are expected to last for two more years, unless President 
Bouteflika finds more freedom of manoeuvre against the opaque nomenklatura of the 
regime. 

Indeed, today, the Algerian government could argue that its strategy has succeeded for 
it has regained international credibility and has seen a modest increase in non-oil 
foreign direct investment. Yet its continued reliance on oil rent- as Algeria's foreign 
reserves recovered in the light of the recent sustained rise in oil prices - has made the 
government reluctant to contemplate the real sacrifices required by the Barcelona 
Process and this has hindered the negotiations. Elite attitudes have been slightly more 
welcoming towards foreign investment because of the implied political stability it 
brings, although the elites do not yet appreciate the full implications of economic 
restructuring. At a popular level, the redundancies of the past two years have made 
the population-at-large acutely aware of the likely short-term outcome of the 
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Barcelona Process. Nonetheless, there is a general enthusiasm for a free trade area 
agreement because of its promise of industrial growth and employment. 

In Morocco, however, there is a more sober attitude in which government and elite 
wait to see what the association agreement will bring. Although modernisation along 
the lines proposed by Morocco's extensive reform and restructuring programmes, 
stretching back to 1983, is welcomed, there is also a fear that, without sufficient aid 
and investment, the project will fail - and recent good investment inflows are 
weighted by Morocco's privatisation programme. There is still a belief that up to 60 
per cent of Moroccan industry is threatened or will disappear under the weight of 
European competition, as there is in Tunisia unless the mise a niveau programmes are 
successful - and they depend on adequate funding. 

Tunisia, in some respects, is the key experiment for the association agreement has 
been in operation since March 1998 and a proper mise a niveau programme has been 
instituted. In essence, although economic growth has become more sustained and 
macro-economic stability has been increased but investment rates and export growth 
rates have both declined, whilst debt service has risen. Nor has there been a marked 
improvement in foreign investment flows. In short, the benefits of the economic 
basket of the Barcelona Process may take longer to emerge than had originally been 
expected. Yet, in Tunisia as in Morocco, there is an acute desire to use the process 
for economic modernisation and rationalisation in both the pub lie and the private 
sectors, whilst increasing foreign investment flows. 

Economic hopes and failures 

One of the major concerns in Europe has been domestic reactions to the association 
agreements, coupled with disappointment over the apparent lack of viable investment 
opportunities in the South Mediterranean region. As negotiations begin on expanding 
the free trade area arrangements to include agriculture, domestic protest can be 
expected to rise. It is not so clear that investment interest will follow! For South 
Mediterranean partner states - where the Barcelona Process is still essentially the 
association agreements - there are growing anxieties over the economic implications 
of the agreements in terms of future fiscal arrangements and in terms of industrial 
restructuring, together with a growing perception of what should be done to make the 
Partnership more equitable, particularly in economic terms. 

Lobbies and investment 

Once again, the issue of agricultural trade created well-defined splits within the 
European Union over the Partnership, even though agriculture, at present, does not 
fall within the ambit of the association agreements. The intra-European split was not 
merely over the question of the political significance of the agricultural sector within 
domestic economies, it was more a question of direct product competition that 
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exercised governments and lobbies. Thus olive oil, tomatoes and rice were the 
commodities that most exercised agricultural leaders in Europe and will again, as the 
negotiations on agricultural trade continue. 

France is Europe's largest agricultural producer and is also susceptible to South 
Mediterranean competition. It was, as a result, very sensitive to the implications of 
agriculture being included within the Partnership economic arrangements. However, 
unlike other Southern European agricultural producers which seek to retain the quota 
system for agricultural exports to Europe - although French officials would be 
sympathetic to such an arrangement over Morocco, particularly for citrus fruit -
France would be prepared to make concessions in negotiation. Interestingly enough, 
the French government appears to be prepared to do so without prior agreement from 
its powerful agricultural lobby, an approach that seems certain to cause domestic 
protest! 

Spain and Italy are more directly affected by the agricultural question. For Spain, the 
largest agricultural exporter in Europe, Moroccan fruit and vegetables - tomatoes, 
potatoes and strawberries, in particular- offer a direct challenge, not least because the 
harvesting season occurs just before that in Spain. Spanish agricultural producers also 
feel that the Moroccan government does not fully observe existing restrictions - or, 
indeed, production standards - and they therefore fear that a more liberal regime will 
allow for greater abuse. They also feel that European states not affected by this 
problem discriminate against Spain and are not prepared to share the burden of 
agricultural liberalisation equally. There is particularly strong feeling over the 
question of fisheries access in Moroccan waters, where Spain feels victimised by 
relative European indifference. Interestingly enough, there are not similar concerns 
about Tunisia in Spain, despite the fact that the two countries are direct competitors in 
terms of olive oil. 

Italy's anxieties over agriculture, particularly over Egyptian rice and Tunisian olive 
oil, have been mentioned above and will continue to dog the negotiations over the 
liberalisation of agricultural trade. There has, however, been little public debate on 
the issue in Italy, despite the opening of negotiations. Nonetheless, the producers' 
association, Confagricolti, has indicated that it does not believe that a holistic 
approach to the issue is appropriate. Instead it would prefer selective quotas imposed 
on a country-by-country basis. It is unlikely that Northern European states would 
accept this. 
This rejection of Italy's approach reflects the fact that Northern European consumers 
can only be the beneficiaries of liberalisation in agricultural trade whilst Northern 
European producers will not be directly affected - their problems will come with the 
advent of former Eastern European states to the Union. Britain, therefore, has little 
concern about the issue, although, because of lobby pressure, Germany has expressed 
anxieties about specific products - potatoes and non-traditional exports, such as cut 
flowers - in the past. The German government, like the Benelux governments, is 
sensitive over these issues today and will, no doubt, make these concerns clear in the 
negotiations. Portugal, interestingly enough, does not have a major problem over 
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agricultural trade liberalisation, partly because economic restructuring there has 
significantly reduced the role of agriculture within the Portuguese economy. 

There has, of course, been no comparable lobbying from the European industrial 
sector, since it perceives that it will benefit from the association agreements. 
However, in two respects, the outcome of the agreements to date appears to have been 
disappointing. European industry does not appear to have been impressed by the 
potential comparative advantages of South Mediterranean labour costs - a feature that 
has also characterised Israeli economic relations with the Arab world - and European 
investors have not yet seized the opportunities created through the Partnership. This 
is a serious concern because, as indicated above, foreign direct investment was the 
major reason why Southern partner governments were prepared to engage in the 
Partnership in the first place. 

The actual level of direct foreign investment in the region has doubled during the 
1990s (See Appendix 4). However, great care needs to be take with these figures 
because they include one-time receipts as a result of privatisation programmes -
Morocco, for instance, will have received over $1 billion in 1999 simply because of 
the sale of its mobile telecoms licence. They also need to be considered in the context 
of portfolio equity investment - of which Israel was by far the largest recipient but 
which was also a factor in recent privatisations. Finally, allowance must be made for 
the fact that much of the investment in some countries is related to the oil and gas 
sectors - hence the remarkable turn-around in the figures for Algeria. Once these 
factors are taken into account, it is clear that those states that have been most active in 
pushing forward the Barcelona agenda have been the major beneficiaries of foreign 
investment- states such as Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey. However, this has not been 
at consistent levels and anomalies, such as the level of investment in Egypt, still 
emerge. 

The scepticism voiced by most European countries over the investment potential of 
the South Mediterranean region therefore still applies. In nearly all cases, 
governments and investors feel that it is too early to say whether or not the 
Partnership's economic basket will improve the investment climate. Once again, a 
split appears between the attitudes of Northern and Southern European investors and 
governments, with North Europeans being the most sceptical and least involved. Both 
the British and French governments feel that the right climate has not yet been created 
to encourage foreign investors and that much more needs to be done in the arenas of 
transparency, legal regimes and bureaucracy. The communications and physical 
infrastructure is also inadequate in comparison with other parts of the developing 
world which are winning the battle to attract foreign investment. Even issues of 
simple physical security still affect investor confidence. 
For Germany, there is considerable hope that a successful conclusion to the Middle 
East peace process may unlock investment flows to the Eastern Mediterranean, at 
least, for Turkey has traditionally been Germany's major investment destination and 
Israel, Jordan and Lebanon would then be added to the list. In any case, German 
investment decisions are still based on agreements made in the 1970s and a successful 
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Mediterranean free trade area would obviously condition the investment strategy for 
the medium-term future. The Partnership area would be of greater interest that the 
Gulf Cooperation Council, were conditions appropriate, because Germany would seek 
to maximise its capital goods exports alongside investment. In this context, Morocco 
and Tunisia would be preferred investment directions. Investment in the region in 
I 997 was $1.67 billion. 

Spain and Italy represent the alternative European response, for they have long been 
significant investors in the South Mediterranean region. However, this role need to be 
placed in context, for the region itself has not been so significant in terms of their total 
foreign investments. In the case of Italy, for example, the Mediterranean region as a 
whole only absorbed 2 per cent of total Italian foreign industrial investment and only 
I .8 per cent of direct foreign investment, with Asia and former Eastern Europe being 
the preferred destinations. Most of the investment went to the Maghrib and, during 
the I 990s, it declined in both relative and absolute terms. Energy investment now 
heads the list but is largely directed towards Libya. Spain has been more active, with 
medium-term investors looking towards opportunities in financial services, tourism 
and manufacturing in the Maghrib. Some Spanish regions, such as Valencia, have 
sought to collaborate with private groups in promoting investment opportunities and 
the Spanish government has been active in debt conversion programmes. 

The Southern response 

Southern governments, in general, feel that too little attention has been paid to the 
progress already made and worry that European demand for further reforms neglects 
the very real difficulties they face in terms of the social and political consequences of 
the restructuring they seek to put in place. They also feel that there have been specific 
consequences of the reforms and restructuring undertaken to date that need to be 
understood before further demands are placed upon them. One of the most important 
of these consequences, particularly in the Maghrib, has been the loss of government 
revenue because of the reduction in customs receipts as tariff barriers are removed. 
Although, ultimately, this should be countered by the increase in domestic economic 
activity, if the free trade area principles work, and the resultant increase in tax 
receipts, in the short-term, at least, this has meant an increase in the tax burden 
imposed on populations ill-prepared to deal with such demands. Several South 
Mediterranean countries have, as a result, introduced value-added tax systems which 
have increased the indirect tax burden and brought groups into the tax net that had 
been excluded before. Although the tax reforms forced by these changes are, no 
doubt, in themselves welcome because of the increased fiscal efficiency, the social 
and political tensions they involve are also important. 

Nor are these the only adverse consequences. Jordan and Turkey both consider that 
the increase in their external trade deficits is related to the reduction in tariff barriers 
they have introduced. They also note the stress placed on domestic industry to 
survive the competition introduced by European products and point out that it is 
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precisely the medium-to-small-sized enterprises (SMEs) which face the greatest 
threat, although it is this section of the manufacturing and industrial sector that is 
expected eventually to generate real economic growth. Restructuring has already 
brought massive increases in unemployment, particularly in Algeria and, in Morocco, 
there are fears that this could become a permanent feature of the Partnership if the 
economic benefits are too long delayed. There is, in short, a growing fear that the 
costs of the Partnership in economic terms may well outweigh its benefits, not least 
because the region also has to counter increasing competition from the Far East. 

In Algeria, however, the anxieties are slightly different; Algerian entrepreneurs 
anticipate that the Partnership will finally break Algerian dependence on oil rent as 
the motor of the economy. They believe that, unless this is done, there can be little 
meaningful economic change there. There is also a fear that the agreement could be 
used as a scapegoat for the failure to introduce effective political change, if it is not 
successful. The Algerian elite would therefore like to see conditionalities introduced 
into the Partnership's economic basket, as is the case in World Bank programmes. 

The same is true in Israel where the major problems faced in the Partnership relate to 
additional reforms that Israel seeks but which the Union is not yet prepared to grant. 
Trade in services has not yet been adequately liberalised and the 1995 Mutual 
Recognition Agreement (MRA) on laboratory certification has yet to be signed. Non
tariff barriers still exist and Israeli hopes of cumulated rules of origin, which would 
reduce its fixed costs as far as imports of semi-finished goods are concerned, remain 
unfulfilled so that Israel is not able to maximise its competitiveness. Not surprisingly, 
Israel would like to see these areas included in the Partnership in future. It has 
therefore welcomed European willingness, since Mr Barak was elected premier, to 
start negotiations over the MRA but regrets continued delays over cumulation of rules 
of origin. 

Other states have very different hopes over any amplification of the assocratwn 
agreements and related accords. Morocco, for example, would like to see its UMA 
partners, Libya and Mauritania, brought into the Partnership. Turkey, on the other 
hand, is anxious to extend the Partnership to cover agricultural and textile trade, with 
special encouragement for SMEs - currently excluded from the agreements. Jordan 
has been relatively satisfied with the agreement it has, although the Jordanian political 
and economic elite were completely excluded from the negotiating process, both 
directly and indirectly. In any case, Jordan's most immediate problems reflect its 
relationship with Israel and surrounding states, rather than the Mediterranean. The 
Union, however, is generally criticised for its slowness and its bureaucratic response 
to criticism, whilst European states are criticised because of their inability to present a 
common approach outside the confines of the Process itself. 
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The political dimension 

As mentioned above, the two multilateral chapters of the Barcelona declaration could 
prove, in the longer-term to be the most important in creating a genuine 
Mediterranean community associated with Europe. The most accessible of them is 
the chapter dealing with political issues, which is reinforced in the association 
agreements by the generic statement that the parties bind themselves to actively . 
encourage democratisation of the political process and respect for human rights. In 
part, it seems that the designers of the Barcelona Process anticipated that these 
objectives would be achieved partly on a goverrunent-to-goverrunent level in what 
would have been, in effect, a form of political conditionality attached to the 
association agreements. More generally, however, emphasis was also placed during 
the Barcelona Conference on the potential role of civil society and considerable 
efforts have gone into trying to create non-state initiatives to foster civil society 
contact across the Mediterranean. This has in large measure focussed on the issue of 
human rights. 

European concerns 

In the light of this background it is, therefore, interesting to note that few European 
goverrunents take the issue of "good governance" - the term now preferred since it 
does not directly raise the issue of whether goverrunental behaviour is democratic or 
not - and that of human rights very seriously beyond the rhetorical level. 
Scandinavian goverrunents are, perhaps, the most committed to these issues, although 
even they have been prepared to compromise the principles for the sake of broader 
issues in the context of, for example, the Middle East peace process. The Portuguese 
goverrunent, too, has made a point of seeking good governance as a first step towards 
true democratisation, insisting that none of these desirable objectives can be achieved, 
however, unless there is frank and open dialogue about them amongst the 
Mediterranean partners. The British goverrunent also pays a principled adherence to 
the issue within the context of its own foreign policy objectives and did intervene -
ineffectually- in the Algerian crisis in February 1998. It would, as a result of this 
experience, seek to articulate such concerns through the Troika, rather than through 
the Association Councils linked to the association agreements, for these are seen to be 
general for a in which such matters would not be properly discussed. 

Other European goverrunents tend to take a more formalistic view of the matter. The 
French goverrunent, for instance, pays rhetorical attention to the issue but feels that 
too active an involvement would not be useful. Although it recognises that a formal 
political conditionality has characterised European Union agreements in the 1990s, it 
does not believe that active insistence on such terms would be productive, leading 
instead to crises within the Partnership, and should only be used in extreme 
circumstances as a deterrent. It would argue, instead, for progress through education 
and training. The German goverrunent provides strong rhetorical support for these 
objectives, which it sees as the key to political stability. As a result it supports 
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initiatives involving the promotion of civil society and non-governmental 
organisations. There is a special concern in Germany over the issue of human rights 
in Turkey but active intervention is left to the German political parties. In Spain, 
despite, once again, strong rhetorical commitment to the issue - expressed most 
recently by the Spanish premier at the Formentara symposium organised at the end of 
last year by the Repsol Foundation to encourage foreign investment in North Africa
but economic development is seen as the priority. The Italian government takes an 
even more pragmatic view of the issues and does not see a need for a particular 
commitment on its part. 

Parliamentary interest in Europe is generally more posJ!Jve and, in France for 
example, there have already been four debates on the Barcelona Process, together 
with debates on Israel and Tunisia, in which the human rights issue was of primary 
importance. In Germany, the Christian Democrat, Green and Liberal parties made a 
common declaration in 1996 emphasising the importance of respect for human rights, 
the rule-of-law, and political pluralism in the maintenance of collective and 
cooperative security. There is also a parliamentary human rights commission and the 
political parties, together with government, are arJXious for greater non-governmental 
organisation involvement in the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership. 

Despite the recent riots in Spain, parliamentary opinion is arJXious for improved 
immigrant rights there whilst at the same time being very critical of problems in the 
countries-of-origin of migrants, particularly over issues such as the Middle East peace 
process, the Western Sahara issue and the crisis in Algeria. Generally speaking 
Spanish parliamentary opinion has resisted government desires for more severe 
legislation, especially over migrant issues. Portugal has been arJXious to push these 
issues through Euro-Mediterranean parliamentary meetings in order to raise 
awareness amongst the Southern partner states of their importance. Italian 
parliamentarians discuss the issues but have taken little action and in Britain, 
Parliament has taken very little interest outside moments of crisis, as in January 1998 
in Algeria. 

European public op1ruon is generally ill-informed and little concerned over 
governance and human rights issues in the Mediterranean region, unless a particular 
crisis forces it to take note. Outside the specific problem of spill-over effects of the 
crisis in Algeria, French public opinion is generally unaware of the Barcelona 
Process, although non-governmental organisations are better informed, particularly 
over human rights issues in the Maghrib, and receive active government 
encouragement. German public opinion reacts to issues connected with Turkey, the 
Middle East peace process, drugs and international crime, and radical political Islam; 
the government is expected to seek to encourage public interest in the Mediterranean 
region in future. Spanish public opinion is only concerned with specific issues which 
mirror the concerns of parliamentarians - the Middle East peace process, the Algerian 
crisis and the Western Sahara issue, together with generic concerns over migrants and 
the status of women in the South Mediterranean. 
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In Portugal, Italy and Britain, there is very little public awareness of these issues, 
outside the Middle East peace process. There is a traditional interest in the role of 
civil society in Italy and in cultural projects promoted through the MEDA 
programme. In Britain, there is a public concern over the Kurdish issue in Turkey and 
the activities of Amnesty International have raised awareness at critical moments over 
the situation in Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria. 

South Mediterranean responses 

As far as the South Mediterranean partner states are concerned, the issues of 
governance and human rights are most directly expressed thr~ugh the association 
agreements. Their governments therefore interpret the issues in these terms only at 
present, largely because there appear to be no sanctions that could make the 
multilateral chapters of the Barcelona Process more relevant to them. No 
government, except that of Turkey, therefore, feels in ·any way threatened by demands 
made upon them by the European Union, European states or European public opinion. 
For the Moroccan government- which has made progress in ensuring proper respect 
for human rights and for political reform - there is a strong official feeling that these 
two issues should be given a high priority but should be considered quite separately 
from the issue of economic development. In other words, political conditionality is to 
be discouraged. Jordan does not believe that it has a human rights problem, so the 
conditionality implicit in its relations with Europe is not relevant. The non
governmental sector would argue that there is a serious problem over governmental 
transparency in Jordan, however, and would like to see IMGF-style conditionality 
introduced. The Algerian government is most reluctant to tolerate external criticism 
of human rights and governance issues inside the country and, in view of its 
experiences in 1998, the European Union has not yet been able to come to a 
meaningful common position on the issue. Israel believes that the issue is not 
relevant to it, despite repeated non-governmental organisation attacks on its behaviour 
in the Occupied Territories. Only in Turkey does there appear to be a recognition 

'that, as a result of its changed status as a candidate European Union member required 
to meet the Copenhagen criteria, attempts must now be made to improve human rights 
observance and 3 00 million is to be spend on democratisation and human rights 
ISSUeS. 

Southern partner states are generally more concerned about potential domestic 
opposition to the Partnership. At present there appears to be no popular opposition to 
the Process, although this could change if the association agreements are perceived to 
have introduced widespread economic hardship through the restructuring process. 
There is often, however, criticism of other aspects of European policy. 

• In Morocco, for instance, there is considerable criticism of European 
migration policy at both the Union and the national level. 

• In Jordan, despite governmental desire for more intimate European 
involvement in political and security matters in the Middle East, public 
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opinion often resists this because of perceived threats to indigenous culture, in 
particular because of the widespread perception that the West considers Islam 
to be behind terrorism in the region. 

• In Algeria, there is considerable resistance to the idea of security cooperation 
with Europe, although the goverrunent would like this and has frequently 
complained over the apparent support given to its political opponents through 
European procedures on political asylum. 

• In Israel, where public opinion has very little interest in the Barcelona Process, 
there has been little adverse comment as well, except on the Right where some 
journalists have lamented the exclusion of the United States from the 
Partnership. The elite sees the Barcelona Process as an instrument towards 
comprehensive regional peace and therefore welcomes it, although there are 
criticisms of the exclusion of agriculture from the association agreements and 
over European treatment of migrants. 

• In Tunisia, public support is generally positive, although goverrunent and elite 
criticise European reluctance to consider debt recycling as a means of improve 
financial inflows for investment. There is also a growing interest in the 
implications of the Eizenstat Initiative, a private sector initiative between the 
United States and the three Maghrib states proposed three years ago, which 
has received considerable rhetorical support from the Clinton Administration 
but minimal financial support to date2 

. 

• In Turkey there has been a more active response to the Barcelona Process, 
with public opinion being far more aware of it since the 1999 Helsinki summit 
and Turkey's promotion to candidate membership status. There are fears, 
however, that the Process could become essentially an Euro-Arab initiative -
something which Turkey would see as discriminatory to its interests. 

The security arena 

The security agenda of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership is one of the most 
complex issues within it. Although the Declaration seeks cooperative security, it is 
clear that this will essentially involve soft security issues. Considerable confusion 
still exists as to how hard security issue should be addressed; indeed, if there even are 
hard security issues that need to be addressed across the Mediterranean at all. 
Additional confusion has been created by the fact of growing NATO interest in the 
region, so that the future NATO Mediterranean agenda might cut across the security 
concerns of the Partnership, particularly in the fields of drugs, international crime and 
international terrorism. This may even apply to the issue of migration as well. A 
Charter for Peace and Stability in the Mediterranean is due to be adopted during the 
French presidency of the Union towards the end of the year 2000, but it is still not 
clear precisely what the Charter will achieve in terms of clarifying the cooperative 
soft security objectives of the partnership. 

' In February, Congress allocated $5 million to the Initiative 
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European concerns 

It is therefore not surprising that European responses over the security basket of the 
Barcelona Process are also complex. France, not surprisingly, regards the Charter as 
essential for Mediterranean security; Britain has no interest in it unless it provides 
genuine added value in security terms. Indeed, Britain would prefer to simplify the 
security agenda by amalgamating it with that of NATO in order to avoid unnecessary 
overlap. Portugal would like a comprehensive approach to Mediterranean security 
that responded both to security realities and to the perceptions of the partner states, 
both collectively and individually. For Italy, Mediterranean security has traditionally 
been a major concern and it is anxious to foster a cooperative approach to the general 
issue. In 1996, it proposed a Joint Action Plan that had to be abandoned in the light of 
problems in the Middle East peace process and because of Arab suspicions of 
European intentions; now it supports the proposed Charter as an acceptable 
alternative. Spain is very concerned over terrorism, drugs and migration in 
connection with the Maghrib; it also supports the Middle East peace process and the 
Mediterranean Forum as key elements in regional security. Germany takes a similar 
point of view, seeing peace in the Middle East as key to regional stability and to 
success in the Barcelona Process. It looks to confidence-building measures in the 
short-term and to the Charter in the longer-term to reinforce regional security and 
anticipates active initiatives to prevent the spread of nuclear, chemical and 
bacteriological weapons. 

All European states are concerned over one aspect of the common security agenda; 
the issue of migration. Illegal migration is of general concern, although Portugal and 
Britain suffer relatively little from migration from the Mediterranean basin at present. 
The Mediterranean tends, however, to be an access route to Europe from points-of
origin further afield and this causes growing general concern. Unfortunately, despite 
the Schengen agreement, there is, as yet, no common European policy on migration 
and this is also beginning to cause serious organisation and regulatory problems for 
European states. 

It is also an issue that can be seized upon by the European rightwing and, in Germany, 
has been exploited to hinder the liberalisation of visa regulations - a major source of 
complaint in the South Mediterranean region where persons with legitimate reasons 
for travel to Europe have regularly been prevented from travelling. One common fear 
is that migration patterns can cover criminal and terrorist activities - a fear 
particularly expressed in Germany and, increasingly, in Britain where some migrants 
have turned out to be GIA activists. Britain, however, is not prepared to allow 
funding to be diverted, as often proposed by Southern European states to ease the 
burden of dealing with migration problems on a common European basis. 

Spain and Italy tend to take the matter far more seriously, with Spain being 
particularly concerned about Maghribi and sub-Saharan migrants in terms of the 
dangers of access, living conditions amongst illegal migrants and the exploitation of 
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such migrants in Europe itself. A new law in 1999 laid down a migrant quota, in 
collaboration with Morocco for an entry of 80,000-to-120,000 persons a year, in an 
attempt to reduce illegal migration in Spain which is estimated to have reached 
800,000 persons. Italy has also introduced two new laws to improve conditions and to 
regulate migration flows through a quota system with Tunisia and Morocco. It has 
also proposed burden-sharing as a European frontier-state and has engaged in joint 
patrolling with Greece against illegal migration. 

South Mediterranean responses 

South Mediterranean partner states are certainly anxious to participate in cooperative 
security in the Barcelona context but have equally grave anxieties over hard security 
initiatives which they tend to see as directed against them - as was made clear in the 
EUROFOR and EUROMARFOR initiatives and over the Kosovo conflict. At the 
same time, most states in the region are anxious to collaborate with the NATO 
dialogue and several have engaged in peace keeping and peace enforcement alongside 
NATO troops. They also realise that, outside the issues of proliferation of weapons of 
mass destruction and missile delivery system acquisition, there is no hard security 
threat from the South to the North. 

South Mediterranean states do appreciate, however, that there could be hard security 
issues in their own region and that these can only be countered by growing diplomatic 
and economic integration within the South. One of the objectives of the Barcelona 
Process is, of course, to see to what extent it can aid the process of sub-regional 
integration. This has begun to develop between Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt but 
there is a long way to go before the post-2010 objective of full Southern economic 
integration will be achieved. Southern states also have different views of the 
effectiveness of the Partnership itself in achieving this. 

• Morocco, for example feels that Europe could do far more to aid the 
integration process, particularly as, at present, its effects through the 
Partnership is merely to bring Southern national economic policies into line -
something which will certainly aid the integration process but does not 
promote it. 

• Algeria has similar views, feeling that the Partnership can, at best, only have 
an indirect on regional economic integration. For Algiers, Europe's main task 
is to help in the removal of barriers to integration and to encourage the 
development of market economies in the region. 

• Tunisia considers that the Barcelona dialogue over sub-regional integration 
will only advance once proper market economies have developed there and 
thus looks to Europe to accelerate this process. 

• For Jordan, the Partnership is irrelevant to its major and most immediate 
concerns - economic integration with the surrounding Arab World and the 
improvement of trade links with the West Bank and Iraq. Attitudes towards 
future economic cooperation with Israel are complex; the government and part 
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of the elite would favour it on the grounds of enhanced benefits from regional 
integration, public opinion and much of the elite rejects such an idea on 
principle and a small group of economists argues for autarkic economic 
development as a first step before regional integration, in order to avoid the 
dangers of economic asymmetry. 

• Israel is concerned that the Barcelona Process will become politicised by such 
an approach and will thus hinder essential initiatives at the national level over 
economic integration and environmental protection. 

The financial component 

The Euro-Mediterranean Partnership was also provided with a financial component to 
encourage and aid the necessary economic transitions in the South Mediterranean 
region and to finance the multilateral initiatives proposed in the Barcelona 
Declaration. This project, for which 4.685 billion was allocated in 1995 was 
approved by the European Commission as the MEDA (Mesures d'ajustement) I 
Programme in July 1996. Its declared aims were to support economic restructuring 
and to ease the social consequences, as well as to reduce economic disparities in the 
South Mediterranean region as part of the process leading up to a regional free trade 
area after 2010. Its major priorities were, therefore, to support economic 
restructuring, ease the consequent social costs, aid regional cooperation and, through 
the Meda Democracy Programme, support respect for human rights. 

The distribution of funding was designed to encourage economic restructuring and the 
funding programmes were subject to annual review on the basis of three-year National 
Indicative programmes which acted as national budgets for the programme overall. 
Some 90 per cent of the funding was directed towards national funding and 10 per 
cent was reserved for regional cooperation. For the first five year period of the 
MEDA I Programme, the 4.685 billion of MEDA funding was to be supplemented 
by access to 2.31 billion of bilateral aid from the European Investment Bank. By the 
end of the MEDA I Programme, only 3.47 billion had actually been allocated to the 
various budgets, with 2.944 being allocated to national expenditures. Actual 
expenditure, however, had only amounted to 890 million -just 26 per cent of the 
committed allocations. Morocco, Tunisia and Jordan benefited from structural 
adjustment funding, Egypt obtained support for job creation and for the provision of 
social funds, Lebanon was aided to revive its administration and Morocco received 
support for rural development. Syria received $12 million-worth of aid to improve 
domestic competitivity in the private sector. 

The European Investment Bank had lent 3.5 billion to the Mediterranean between 
1992 and 1997, of which the major portion was committed under the Partnership. The 
funds were mainly in the form oflong-term loans, but there was also some risk capital 
made available. In 1998, for example, the Mediterranean received 886 million, 86 
million of which was risk capital. The bank's overall commitments during the same 
year totalled 4.41 billion, of which 358 million was in the form of risk capital. In 
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1999, ofthe 810 million committed to the region, 335 was devoted to the industrial 
sector, 150 million to SMEs and public infrastructure, 125 million to water and 
2 00 million to the environment, the energy sector and to chemical industry. The 

main beneficiaries were the West Bank, Jordan, Tunisia, Egypt and Morocco - all 
states which had made significant progress towards effective economic restructuring. 

A tentative conclusion 

It is clear that the Partnership has not yet achieved the objectives set for it, nor has it 
satisfied the hopes placed upon it, particularly in the South Mediterranean region. 
There has also been a growing sense of disillusionment in Europe itself over the 
potential of the Process to achieve its objectives. Yet, at the same time, all partners 
find a utility within it and therefore desire its success. There are, no doubt, many 
ways in which it could be improved but three aspects seem to dominate the agenda for 
improvement:-

(a) The Euro-Mediterranean Partnership is virtually unknown to the European 
public, let alone the publics of the South Mediterranean. This is something 
which must be urgently corrected; 

(b) The Southern Partners do not feel a sense of ownership of the Process and 
the initiative still has the feel of a European imposition on the region. 
This, too, requires urgent attention; and 

(c) This can best be done if the creation of a Mediterranean-European Free 
Trade Area (MEFT A) is made the priority of the Process so that the 
Southern Mediterranean Partners can take a direct part in the management 
of the Process alongside their European counterparts. 
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APPENDIX 1 

BARCELONA PROCESS 
QUESTIONNAIRE · 

Issues for European Union members 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(!I) 

(12) 

What is your government's attitude towards the Barcelona Process? 

How has the agricultural lobby reacted towards the free trade area 
agreements and the proposed negotiations over the inclusion of 
agriculture within the free trade area? 

Have the industrial and financial sectors taken advantage of the 
investment opportunities created in the South Mediterranean area and, 
if so, what has been the pattern and magnitude of investment been 
since November 1995? 

What problems have been encountered in the ratification processes of 
the agreements already signed (Tunisia, Morocco, Turkey, Israel and 
the Palestinian Authority). 

Will there be any special problems in ratifying future agreements 
(Egypt, Algeria, Syria, Lebanon and Libya). 

How has parliament reacted towards the free trade area agreements? 

Has your government sought to establish any special conditions on the 
free trade area agreements? 

Has your government taken an active interest in furthering the good 
governance and human rights observance clauses of the agreements? 

Has parliament taken an interest in these issues? 

Have public opinion and civil society been concerned about these 
issues? 

What has been your government's attitude towards Mediterranean 
security issues? 

How has it responded to migration concerns over the South 
Mediterranean basin? 
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South Mediterranean Concerns 

(!) 

a. 
b. 
c. 

(2) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

(3) 
a. 
b. 
c. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

What had been the expectations of the free trade area agreeement 
before it was implemented? 
By government 
By economic and political elites 
By the population-at-large 

What is the current status of implementation? 
Ratification 
Customs tariff reduction 
Fiscal adjustments 
Economic adjustment (mise a niveau) 
Parallel economic restructuring 

What are the current attitudes towards the free trade area agreements? 
By government 
By economic and political elites 
By the population-at-large 

What outcomes are now expected from the free trade area agreements 
in economic terms? 

What economic problems arising from the structure of the agreements 
need to be addressed? 

What additional areas need to be included in the agreements? 

What has been the response of European governments and the 
European Commission to criticisms of the agreements made by your 
government, by professional bodies or by civil society? 

What effects, if any, have the agreements generated on the issues of 
governance, development of civil society, respect for human rights? 

What kind of domestic opposition has there been to the political and 
security, economic and socio-cultural baskets of the Barcelona 
Declaration? 

What effect has the Barcelona Process had on inter-state diplomatic 
relations or on the process of economic integration within the South? 
How important is this considered to be in your country? 
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APPENDIX2 

RESPONDANTS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

EU member states 

France 
Germany 
Italy 
Spain 
Portugal 
United Kingdom 

South Mediterranean partner states 

Algeria 
Israel 
Jordan 
Morocco 
Tunisia 
Turkey 

Responses are still awaited from institutes and commentators m the remammg 
member-states of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership. 
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• 

APPENDIX3 

STATUS OF THE ASSOCIATION AGREEMENTS 

Partner state End ne otiations Si nature Come into effect 
Tunisia June 1995 July 1995 March 1998 
Israel September 1995 November 1995 June 2000 
Morocco November 1995 February 1996 March 2000 
PNA (interim) December 1996 February 1997 July 1997 
Jordan April 1997 November 1997 By the end of2000 
Egypt June 1999 Awaited 
Lebanon Under negotiation 
Algeria Under negotiation 
Syria Under negotiation 
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• 

APPENDIX4 

DIRECT PRIVATE FOREIGN INVESTMENT 

$mn 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
Algeria -59 22 -24 447 630 500 
Cyprus 83 75 80 48 64 37 
Egypt 493 1256 598 636 891 1076 
Israel 596 432 1337 1382 1622 1850 
Jordan -34 3 13 16 361 310 
Lebanon 7 23 22 64 !50 230 
Malta 56 !52 182 325 165 325 
Morocco 491 551 332 354 1079 258 
Syria 176 251 100 89 80 100 
Tunisia 562 432 264 238 339 650 
Turkey 636 608 885 722 805 940 
Total 3007 3805 3789 4321 6186 6276 

Sources: Nord-Sud Export 400-9 June 2000; World Investment Report 1999; IMF 
International Financial Statistics, March 2000. 

Note: European Union direct foreign investment into the South Mediterranean as 
only 2 per cent of total Union foreign investment. Total investment was below $7 
billion in 1998, whereas China received $30 billion and Latin America $70 billion for 
the same period. Inter-Arab investment was also weak, totalling only $18.5 billion 
between 1975 and 1998, whilst Arab investment abroad in total (mainly in Europe and 
the United States) was said to have reached $647 billion by 1998. 
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APPENDIX5 

THE MEDA 1 PROGRAMME 

Fund in ( million) 

Algeria 
Cyprus 
PNA 
Egypt 
Jordan 
Lebanon 
Malta 
Morocco 
Syria 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
Regional cooperation 
Total 
Source: DG I B European Commission 

I · · ISTITUTO Aff ARI 
lal INTERNAZIOt.ALI·ROMA 

~---

! 1 •• o lrw. Jo&(;(; 
I ' I '3 lUG: 2'00tf 
' l FI!ElUOTECA !_ ________ , 

145.75 
9.96 

81.20 
844.38 
148.24 
96.10 
69.75 

564.47 
54.50 

276.90 
235.51 
417.08 

2943.84 

28 

Pro ortion (%) 
4.95 
0.34 
2.76 

28.68 
5.04 
3.26 
2.37 

19.17 
1.85 
9.41 
8.00 

14.17 
100.00 
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Resume: 

L' importance geo-strategique de la Mediterranee vient du fait que ce bass in incarne et cristallise un 
condense arnbigu, complexe et contradictoire de l'Histoire ancienne et moderne plein d 'espoir et de 
paix mais empreint de turbulences et d' antagonismes. 

La Mediterranee avec ses trois conventionnelles sous-regions ( occidentale, centrale et orientale) se 
caracterise par des niveaux de developpement disparates et un contentieux historique oil les 
responsabilites son! largement partagees. 

Le Maghreb, espace au contour fluctuant, et a histoire tumultueuse est a la fois une utopie, done une 
ideologie mobilisatrice, et une deception. Au nom de son edification que de discours ont ete 
echafaudes et que de reunions furent organisees. Toutefois, les obstacles politiques a caractere plus 
personnels et d'humeur des gouvernants que d'ordre institutionnel ont entrave ce reve qui reste, 
sommes toutes, periodiquement entretenu. Les accords de Barcelone, les perspectives de I' instauration 
de la zone de libre echange en I' an 20 I 0 vont ils amen er les freres ennemis a plus de raison et de 
clairvoyance ? 

11 Rappel 

L'Union du Maghreb Arabe (UMA) est nee a Marrakech le 17 fevrier 1989. ll s'agit d'un ensemble 
regional regroupant le Maroc, I' Algerie, la Libye, la Tunisie et la Mauritanie. L'idee unitaire 
maghrebine est tres ancienne, l'evoquer c'est parler plus d'un reve que d'une realite1

• C'est en effet, au 
debut de ce siecle2 que le reve unitaire fera son apparition pour servir d'ideal mobilisateur a une 
<< jeunesse >> dite << Nord Africaine >> pour qui I' Afrique du Nord constitue une << nation unique >> que 
seul un << front commun » peut contrer I' occupant. Les efforts pour concretiser cet ideal ont abouti a 
!'organisation d'un congres du Maghreb Arabe au Caire don! !'institution perrnanente fut le<< Bureau 
du Maghreb Arabe >> dont la presidence fut confiee en 1947 a Abd-El Krim El Khattabi et dont le 
travaux deboucherent sur la charte dite de Caire. Celle-ci s'afficha comme une <<premiere elaboration 
ideologique du projet unitaire Maghrebin >> marquant ainsi une etape historique dans ce processus. 
Cette etape allait se terminer avec la conference de Tanger en avril 1958 qui a regroupe les trois 
principaux mouvements nationaux maghrebins (I 'Istiqlal, le Neo-destour et le FLN) et qui a trop 
insiste sur la constitution d'un grand Maghreb << comme necessite dictee par l'histoire, la religion et la 
civilisation commune>>. Apres les independances nationales, << l'egolsme etatique >> l'emportera 
largement sur << I' ideal unitaire maghrebin >>. 

Au fil du temps, le Maghreb devait subir des affluences espagnoles et italiennes, fran9aises ... La 
culture est riche en elements berberes, juifs, andalous qu'on occulte sou vent dans le discours politique 

I L'origine du « mythe unitaire maghrfbin )) remonte a I'Antiquitf et plus particulierement a l'fpoque des Rois Berberes 
appelfs fgalement Prince Numides tels Massinissa, Yugurtha, Juba ... qui ont vecu entre 238 et 246 avant JC. Massinissa, fils 
de Gaie (Roie des Nurnides: 238- 148 av J.C) a pu reconqufrir la totalitf du Royaume de ces ancetres et realiser !'unite de 
I' Afrique du Nord, grdce a sa victore sur syphax Roi des Masaesyles ou Maures de !'Quest. 
Avec I' ere lslamique, le« dfsir d'union » demeure le« vceu pieux )) de toutes les dynasties qui se sont succedees en Afrique 
du Nord. Seuls les Almohades (dynastie berbere) ont pu rea!iser cette unite, sous les regnes des califes Abd-El Moumen El 
Goumi, Youssef Ben Abd-EI Moume et Yaakoub El Mansour. Ces demiers regnerent sur tout l'Afrique du Nord jusqu'au 
Soudan et la moitie de I'Espagne (Andalousie) de 542 a 664 de l'hegire (1147- 1269) de l'ere Gregorienne). Apres le 
demembrement de la Dynastie Almohades « le reve unitaire, tomba, pour des siecles clans l'oublie )). Avant de refaire 
surface au debut du XX erne siecle sous la colonisation. 
2 Entretien avec Errachid Idriss relatif « aux problemes du Grand Maghreb )) in la Revue ' Chooun arabia' , Revue de la 
Ligue arabe. Aout 1983 p 97 



officiel. De part meme sa situation geographique, le Maghreb a longtemps constitue une plaque 
tournante des civilisations (pheniciens, romains, Goths, Vandales, Arabes, Turcs, Franyais). Ces 
vagues successives ont favorise !'emergence d'une culture ouverte et riche en elements divers. 

Apres plus de quatre decennies d'independances pour !'ensemble des Etats du Maghreb, les pouvoirs 
en place sont accules a reconnaitre leur echec, face a la lutte contre le sous-developpement. Les 
discours nationalistes qui ont servi de base de renforcement de la legitimite des pouvoirs deviendront 
de plus en plus insuffisants et chaque Etat cherchera a se ressourcer a sa maniere. L' Algerie, des son 
independance, sera dirigee par un Front de Liberation National a dominante populiste dont 
1 'orientation ideologique radicale provoquera crainte et suspicion de la part des Etats voisins. Cette 
orientation sera maintenue, en depit du coup d'Etat qui a ecarte Ben Bella. C'est en Algerie 
essentiellement que le processus de decolonisation et de remise en question des structures heritees de 
la colonisation a pris !'aspect le plus radical. L'Algerie donnera priorite a l'industrie lourde avec pour 
ambition de mettre un terme a la dependance economique exteme. Au meme moment, au Maroc et en 
Tunisie, la decolonisation se fera de maniere plus lente, transferant le pouvoir economique a certaines 
categories sociales autochtones aisees plut6t qu'a l'Etat. Les codes d'investissements y seront con9us 
de maniere favorable au maintien et meme au renforcement du capital etranger. Mais malgre !'attitude 
officielle favorable au capitalisme prive, national ou etranger, c'est l'Etat qui a assume, au Maroc et en 
Tunisie et a fortiori en Algerie, directement ou indirectement la charge principale du financement de la 
crotssance. 

Cette periode sera paradoxalement caracterisee par des orientations differentes mais avec des resultats 
proches. Aucun Etat du Maghreb n'a reussi ni a rompre avec la dependance externe, ni a s'imposer 
dans la division internationale du travail3 Les taux de croissance referent a des taux d'investissements 
inegaux, 1 'Algerie investissant a la fin des annees soixante dix fois plus que le Maroc. En matiere 
d'enseignement et de formation professionnelle, 1' Algerie, la aussi, est en tete, sui vie de la Tunisie. 
L'analphabetisme des adultes demeure cependant la caracteristique commune a !'ensemble des Etats 
du Maghreb. Les principaux secteurs, foumissant 1 'emploi a cette epoque, ont ete 1' administration et le 
tertiaire. 

Plus important encore sera 1' evolution des structures sociales qui donnera des resultats assez proches 
dans les Etats du Maghreb. Ainsi, si au Maroc on assiste a !'emergence d'une grande bourgeoisie 
terrienne et compradore qui aggravera les differenciations sociales, en meme temps qu' on observera 
un elargissement des couches moyennes, ce qui est proche de !'evolution sociale en Tunisie. Par 
contre, la situation an Algerie semble plus complexe. Celle-ci est plut6t caracterisee par une elite de 
type administratif appelee a se developper et a se renforcer, devenant ainsi une veritable bureaucratie 
et apres plusieurs annees de developpement solitaire, 1' Algerie, tout comrne le Maroc et la Tunisie, n' a 
pas n!ussi a mettre fin a son heteronomie. De meme, a !'exception de la Libye, l'Algerie rejoindra le 
Maroc et la Tunisie dans leur preoccupation face a la demographie. 

A cote des facteurs conjoncturels nombreux et differents qui permettent de situer le traite de l'U.M.A. 
dans le temps et l'espace, !'existence de facteurs durables revele la dimension profonde de !'ideal 
maghrebin et lui conrere une urgence vitale. Deux principaux domaines permettent d'illustrer les 
aspects structurels de la dependance des Etats Maghrebins l'alimentation et 1 'industrie. Aucun de ces 
Etats, apres plus de quatre decennies d'independance, n'a pu realiser une auto---suffisance alimentaire. 
Aucun d'eux n'a pu creer une infrastructure industrielle capable de briser les liens de dependance 
technologique. Ces resultats creent une situation objective oil la reunion des efforts et la 

3 L' Algerie du milieu des anm!es soixante-dix a assume un rOle de leadership africain, et en partie du Tiers-Monde, mais 
cette fonction n'a pu etre reconduite faute de moyens humains et materiels. 
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complementarite des richesses au niveau regional peuvent contribuer a attenuer les effets du retard pris 
par ces pays. 

La necessite de !"effort de rapprochement entre les pays du Maghreb est d'autant plus urgente que 
l"elargissement de la Communaute Economique Europeenne aux pays du sud de !'Europe (Grece, 
Espagne et Portugal) constitua une remise en cause des formes cooperation avec les pays du bassin 
Sud de la Mediterranee. L'Espagne appara1t comme un <<colosse agricole mediterraneen » qui rendra 
I 'Union europeenne autosuffisante, pour presque toutes les productions. Cette situation a fortement 
gene !'exportation de bon nombre de produits en provenance de la rive sud de la Mediterranee. 

Les preferences d'acces au marche europeen dont disposaient les Etats du Maghreb se sont 
progressivement erodees suite aux accords signes a Marrakech fondant !'Organisation Mondiale du 
Commerce (O.M.C). La generalisation des accords de libre-echange et la mise en reuvre de l'O.M.C 
exposent ces pays a une rude concurrence. On estime, pour le cas de l'habillement marocain et 
tunisien, la perte d'acces au marche europeen de 22 a 40% d'ici 20104

• Le bilan global serait-il positif 
une fois, la zone de libre-echange aura ete completee. On ne peut que l'esperer. 

En effet, tant que la configuration des tissus economiques des pays du sud de la Mediterranee reste la 
meme, ce sont les industries europeennes qui profiteront des accords de Marrakech et de la zone de 
libre-echange. Un grand effort, de restructuration et de modernisation du tissu economique des pays du 
Maghreb s'avere indispensable. Toutefois, une bonne cooperation scientifique et de recherche entre 
les deux rives est incontoumable. Jusqu'a que! point, il y a une veritable volonte de la part des pays 
europeens a all er dans le sens du rapprochement ? Cela dependra, fondamentalement, de I' evolution 
du poids geostrategique du bassin mediterraneen. La Conference de Barcelone de 1995 a fait rena1tre 
de I' espoir quant a une meilleure cooperation entre les deux rives. Les resultats concernant la mise a 
niveau des economies du sud ne sont, jusqu'a present, pas probants. 

Pour comprendre les obstacles a !'edification de l'UMA aujourd'hui, il est necessaire de rappeler 
certaines donnees de I 'his to ire recente des pays de la region. Les pays du Maghreb ont accede a la 
souverainete nationale dans des conditions tres differentes. Cela s'est traduit dans le temps d'abord : 
plus d'une decennie s'est ecoulee avant que !'ensemble ne devienne independant: du 2ljanvier 1951 
pour la Libye, au 5 Juillet 1962 pour I' Algerie, sans pari er du Sahara occidental que les forces armees 
espagnoles ont quitte en Octobre 1975, et que les dirigeants du Front Polisario ont proclame 
Republique arabe sahraouie democratique (RASD) le 27 Fevrier 1976 et dont le sort n'est toujours pas 
regie au debut de 2000 en raison des revendications marocaines sur le territoire. 

Cette differentiation est egalement marquee dans l'espace: etendus (Algerie, Libye, Mauritanie) ou 
non (Maroc, Tunisie), relativement peuples (Algerie, Maroc, Tunisie) ou a tri:s faible populations a la 
fin de leur colonisation (Libye, Mauritanie), les Etats du Maghreb ont tous eu avec leurs voisins des 
problemes de frontii:res (<< guerre des sable>> algero-marocaine, en 1963; reconnaissance tardive de la 
Mauritanie par le Maroc, en septembre 1969; differend sur le Sahara occidental a partir de 1975, entre 
autres), probli:mes qui ont obere les relations regionales pendant de longues annees. 

La conquete de l'independance en Algerie, la plus tardive, a ete aussi la plus dure sans qu'aucune n'ait 
ete obtenue de fa90n tout a fait pacifique . Presque partout des troubles intemes plus ou moins graves 
ont precede, accompagne ou suivi les independances. Les trois premiers regimes independants etaient 
monarchiques (ldriss !er en Libye, Lamine Bey en Tunisie, Mohamed V Au Maroc); Mauritanie et 

4 Michel Foucher « La Mfditerranee occidentale au seuil du XX:Ie siecle : une interaction a repenser >) in « Pour le XXIe 
siecle des echanges mediterranfens >>, Synthese du colloque international, Premiere session Europe-Maghreb les 19-20 
Octobre 1995, Academic de Lyon, MAFPEN/ Region-Aipes, Lyon p 20. 
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Algerie s'etant constituees des le depart en republiques. Trente ans plus tard, il ne restait qu'un 
royaume, celui du Maroc avec pour roi Mohamed VI, succedant a son pere depuis 1999. 

Enfin, aux independances, les Etats maghrebins presentaient des economies Iiees aux anctennes 
metropoles, peu developpees, rurales et pastorales, et quelques industries minieres et manufacturieres. 
Toutefois, caracteristiques communes: un taux d'analphabetisme uniformement eleve (aux alentours 
de 90 %), peu d'elites, peu de representants de professions Iiberales (pas un seul medecin Iibyen en 
1951 ), de cadres superieurs, d' entrepreneurs. Apres les independances effectuees, mutatis mutandis, 
<<dans le desordre>> et la violence, Ies Etats du Maghreb etaient plus soucieux d'affirmer leur 
souverainete et consolider leur structure politique que de repondre a !'ideal d'un Maghreb uni. 

Malentendus et conceptions divergentes se sont exprimes a propos des relations regionales, avec le 
monde arabe, avec le Tiers-monde, avec les grandes puissances, sur la notion d'independance et sur 
!'edification economique; et Ies egoismes nationaux et rivalites entre chefs d'Etat dotes, chacun, d'une 
forte personnalite auront finalement raison des bonnes intentions, meme si, dans un premier temps, 
une ebauche d'union maghrebine allait prendre corps avec la creation du Comite permanent consultatif 
maghrebin (CPCM) en 1964. 

2/L'UMA continue a etre plus un projet qu'une n~alite 

Depuis la conference des partis nationalistes marocain, algerien et tunisien a Tanger en I 958 en 
passant par la creation du CPCM (Comite permanent consultatif maghrebin) jusqu'au traite de 
Marrakech du I 7 Fevrier 1989 instituant !'Union du Maghreb arabe (UMA), le projet maghrebin est 
une des !ignes de force recurrentes de la geopolitique regionale sans pour autant a voir encore connu un 
veritable commencement de traduction dans les faits. Si de nombreux accords de cooperation 
sectoriels ont ete signes depuis 1989, si les dirigeants des cinq Etats de I'UMA se rencontrent a 
intervalles plus ou moins n!guliers pour essayer, avec des succes mitiges, de faire avancer I' << union 
>>, force est de constater, toutefois, que !'integration n'a guere progresse. Le commerce intra-zone 
n' atteint meme pas 5 % des echanges exterieurs des pays maghrebins. 

De I 'avis general, pourtant, une acceleration du processus d'integration devrait permettre, au moins 
aux trois Etats du Maghreb central, de beneficier de meilleurs atouts pour negocier un inevitable 
renforcement de Ieur insertion dans le marche mondial . Une telle acceleration est necessaire pour faire 
face a certaines des echeances les plus urgentes qui les attendent, comme l'urgente necessite 
d' accroitre Ies creations d' emplois pour une population active appelee a augmenter de presque I 
millions par an. et dont pres du tiers est aujourd'hui au chi\mage, ou celle de diversifier leur tissu 
industriel. Ce demier est en effet encore trop desarticule et davantage fonde soit sur la premiere 
transformation de produits primaires destines a !'exportation, soit sur la multiplication d'industries 
manufacturieres peu integrees et dependantes de !'Europe pour leurs approvisionnements et pour leurs 
debauches . Les complementarites entre Ies economies maghrebines, quoique peu developpees, ne 
son! en effet pas totalement inexistantes. Mais sur le plan politique comme sur celui de I' economie, Ies 
logiques nationales et Ies rapports avec l'UE priment encore Iargement sur une dynamique proprement 
regionale. 

Enfin, la volonte de construire un Maghreb <<par le haut >>, c'est-a-dire essentiellement par la voie 
bureaucratique, qui a laisse peu de place a I 'initiative des operateurs economiques et des acteurs 
sociaux, montre ses limites a I 'heure oil les pouvoirs en place sont soumis a de fortes pressions 
destabilisatrices. La montee du chi\mage et des frustrations de toutes sortes qui ont nourri la puissante 
poussee islamiste a serieusement mis a mal la solidite de regimes Iongtemps reputes pour leur stabilite 
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. Et l'on risque a defaut d'avoir su jeter les bases d'un espace economique et institutionnel commun 
susceptible de jouer un role actif dans la recomposition en cours de la zone euro-mediterraneenne, de 
voir l'islamisme prendre en charge !'edification de ce <<Maghreb des peuples>> qui fait partie, malgre la 
vivacite des particularismes nationaux, des reves d'unite de ses citoyens. 

A l'heure oil UE peaufine et paracheve patiemment !'architecture commune, le Maghreb demeure une 
construction fragile et inachevee, malgre tout le chemin parcouru depuis le traite de Marrakech en 
Fevrier 1989. Pourtant force est de reconnaitre qu'il devient urgent pour l'UMA d'accelerer le rythme 
de sa construction, pour mieux se situer par rapport aux grands changements geostrategiques qui se 
dessinent a !'horizon 2010. La disparition de bipolarisme, !'emergence de !'Europe du Japon et des 
NPI asiatiques risquent de renforcer davantage la marginalisation du Maghreb. Il est evident qu'un 
Maghreb uni se preterait done mieux a la negociation avec les ensembles n!gionaux. Les pays de 
1 'UMA connaissent d'ores et deja une baisse sensible des apports de la population emigree, suite aux 
restrictions quanta la circulation des maghrebins en direction de I 'Europe. 

Face au nouvel ordre europeen, le Maghreb est loin d'etre capable de s'affirrner comme un pole 
autonome de developpement et espace attractif des investissements etrangers. Il s'agit plutot d'un 
espace qui reste a reorganiser; un espace fragile socialement, politiquement et economiquement, avec 
de nombreux contrastes et inegalite !ant au niveau des echanges intra- regionaux qu'en ce qui 
concerne la qualite et la nature de ses rapports exterieurs. 

3/ Les facteurs politiques de destabilisation de la region maghrebine 

L'avenir de la region maghrebine semble menace, d'une part, pai les dangers qui planent sur sa 
stabilite politique interne, stabilite liee principalement a deux phenomenes etroitement lies, la faiblesse 
des structures democratiques et le developpement de l'integrisme. D'autre part, au niveau regional par 
des conflits anciens non resolus, notamment le trace des frontieres et particulierement la question du 
Sahara. Une part non moins importante incombe aux partenaires europeens quant a leur attitude a 
l'egard de la region maghrebine en terrnes d'investissements, et en terrnes de respect de la dignite 
humaine et de circulation des hommes. 

1-Lafaib/esse des structures democratiques 

L 'ensemble des Etats du Maghreb semblent aspirer a devenir des Etats de droit. Mais cette aspiration 
commue connait une realisation lente et inegale. Les pays de la region sont caracterises par une 
centralisation excessive du pouvoir politique, avec, evidemment, quelques nuances d'un pays a un 
autre. Ainsi, dans des Etats oil le pouvoir politique est fortement centralise, la participation des 
acteurs emergeants des societes civiles a du mal a peser sur les evenements. 

Mais au deJa des textes et des discours c'est surtout dans la pratique politique reelle qu'il est possible 
de saisir le degre de democratisation effectif dans les Etats du Maghreb. Ce degre se mesure a l'aune 
du respect des droits de l'homme par les autorites publiques. Certes, les lois fondamentales des Etats 
du Maghreb contiennent I' engagement des pouvoirs publics au respect et a la protection des droits de 
I 'homme, ce qui en constitue, sommes toutes, une garantie forrnelle. Mais en fait, souvent, des 
atteintes aux droits de I 'homme son! commises, ce qui cree des rapports de me fiance et de crainte entre 
les gouvernants et les gouvernes. 

Que! rapport avec le processus d'integration rnaghrebine? Ce processus etant con9u comme le 
mouvement global d'un acteur collectif et non pas comme un acte isole relevant uniquement des 
acteurs officiels que sont les Etats, il est possible de saisir a que! point la democratisation est un 
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moyen necessaire a sa dynamisation. L'accent est souvent mis sur la complementarite necessaire de la 
democratie et de !'integration. Plus les populations concernees se sentent majeures et s'expriment 
librement, plus !'integration avance dans un sens irreversible sur des bases sol ides. 

Si la democratie est une, les pratiques qui y sont afferentes s'impregnent forcement des pesanteurs 
locales. Pour le Maroc le prob!eme est la conciliation entre les exigences de la modernite, dans un 
monde en mutations importantes et un systeme makhzenien base sur des rapports autoritaires herites 
du passe5 Certains et non des moindres parlent de la necessite de la revision de la Constitution afin 
qu'elle reponde a !'exigence d'une << monarchie moderne et democratique >>

6
• En effet, si le Maroc est 

assez perforrnant sur le plan de la politique internationale, en politique interne, le bilan est loin d'etre 
brillant en depit des ouvertures notables en terrnes de respects des droits de I 'homme et de 
reconnaissance des abus a l'egard des opposants d'opinion de ces dernieres annees. 

Pour le moment tout parte a croire que Le roi Mohamed VI est en voie de devenir le << Reforrnateur » 

et le << Conciliateur »7 L'elite au pouvoir, suite a !'investiture du gouvernement d'alternance est 
entrain, timidement certes, de faire usage a ban escient de cette << marge democratique » rappelee par 
A. El-Yousfi a plusieurs occasions en tentant de fray er le chemin aux grands changements. Certes, il 
ne faut s'attendre a des miracles de la part du gouvernement actuel ; sa marge de manceuvre est 
limitee : certains departements ministeriels et non des moindres lui echappe (le Ministere de 
l'Interieur, de la Defence nationale, de la Justice, des Affaires islamiques, des Affaires etrangeres). 
L'echec de I'<< alternance » serait grave et dangereux aussi bien sur le plan interne (cela mettrait du 
<< vin » dans I' eau de certains) que sur le plan international. Officiellement, et surtout depuis 
l'avenement du gouvernement de l'alternance en mars 19988

, et la releve prise par le nouveau roi du 
Maroc, Mohamed VI, des signes forts ant ete deployes a l'egard de l'UMA. 

L'Algerie connait a partir de 1991, la crise la plus grave depuis son independance. Les gouvernements 
successifs algeriens justifient leur << encerclement » de la societe par la menace du << peril » islamiste. 
Quant au pouvoir tunisien, il maintient son quadrillage policier du pays. I! reprime la moindre 
contestation en depit de la reunion des conditions d'une veritable transition democratique9

• Ce constat 
est confirrne par ce professeur de l'Universite de Georgetown a propos de I' experience tunisienne 
<< ( ... ) Le peril islamiste qu'ils (le President Ben Ali et son gouvernement) evoquent n'est qu'un 
pretexte pour reduire au silence tout individu, groupe ou journal soupyonne de nourrir la moindre 
opposition au pouvoir >> 

10
• Une police omnipresente et en crescendo 11

• 

Cette situation quasi explosive des pays de la region non seulement renvoie aux calendes grecques 
!"ideal maghrebin mais, pis encore, encourage les formes d'extremisme et de radicalisme. 

2-L 'integrisme religieux au Maghreb 

5 Abderrahim Lamchichi «De formidables dCfis pour le jeune roi Mohamed VI~), Confluences MCditerranee, L'Harmattan 
1999, pl2. 
6 Abraham Serfaty, le 25 juillet 1999 in Confluences MCditerranCe , n° 31 Automne p 36. 
7 Paul Balta « Hassan 11, du fi:odal au (presque) libCral )) Confluence MCditerranee, I'Hannattan 1999, p 33. 
8 Dans cette declaration il est dit « Le renforcement des relations du Maroc avec les autres pays du Maghreb arabe vient au 
premier rang des priorites de notre politique Ctrangere. L 'Union du Maghreb Arabe est pour nous une option strategique 
irreversible ; elle constitue a la fois une exigence historique, humaine, culturelle, economique et politique, a I 'heure 
notamment des regroupements economiques ri:gionaux >). 

9 Jacqueline Boucher « Di:veloppement economique et quadrillage policier : la societe tunisienne privee de parole >> in Le 
Monde diplomatique, de fi:vrier 1996, p ll. 
I 0 Hamid Ibrahimi <(Le Maghreb confronte a l'islamisme : les liberti:s envolees de la Tunisie >> in Le Monde diplomatique, 
fevrier 1997 p 4. 
11 Les effectifs de la police auraient ete multiplii:s par quatre depuis l'arrivi:e au pouvoir de Ben Ali. 
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La situation dans les trois pays du Maghreb est tres contrastee, le regime marocain est fonde sur une 
legitimite fondee sur !'Islam, l' Algerie, a connu par le passe des ruptures brutales qui ont favorise la 
radicalisation de l 'Islam et sa « privatisation >>. La Tunisie, affichant explicitement sa pro pension pour 
la laicite et sa << modernisation autoritaire >> tout en renfor9ant la personnalisation du pouvoir attise la 
radicalisation de I' Islam. 

En fait, il serail faux de croire a !'existence d'un seul islam ou du moins d'une seule pratique de 
l'islam. Celui-ci n'est pas monolithique il est multiforme. On a un islam de compromis et meme 
institutionnel (cas du Maroc), un islam oppositionnel, quasi-populaire parfois radical (cas de 
l'Algerie). 

Les conditions d'eclosion de l'islamisme ne sont pas difficiles a detecter. La m1sere sociale, 
!'explosion demographique et urbaine, les difficultes de la vie quotidienne, la crise identitaire, nee du 
choc de la modernite 12

, le chomage et surtout celui des jeunes diplomes favorisent l'eclosion de cette 
forme de protestation et de contestation. En outre, la fin de la bipolarite du monde, qui est aussi la fin 
des espoirs reels ou imaginaires d'une part et la deconfiture des modeles de developpement aux yeux 
de l'ecrasante majorite de la population du pourtour de la Mediterranee d'autre part, ont constitue un 
terrain favorable a !'emergence de certains mouvements de contestation dont les contours ne sont pas 
touj.ours clairs. C'est dans cette ambiance, entre autres, que !'Islam politique s'est confirme. 

L'islamisme ou !'Islam politique connait une ascension significative depuis la revolution iranienne. 
Celle-ci a donne la preuve que d'autres alternatives sont possibles. Il est evident que depuis vingt ans 
l 'image politique iranienne a beaucoup terni a l'epreuve des faits. Toujours est-il que ce renouveau 
de !'Islam trouve un terrain favorable dans la multiplication des formes de !'exclusion sociale13 . Les 
modeles de developpement testes et mis en pratique par les pays en developpement du pourtour de la 
Mediterranee sont dans leur quasi-totalite en panne. Face d'une part a l'effondrement du modele 
communiste et la sauvagerie du modele ultra-liberal d'autre part, l'islam politique est erige comme le 
deux ex machina14 

Il est a rappeler que l'islamisme ne releve nullement d'une «quelconque internationale )) n va de 
l'extremisme au conservatisme, du mysticisme au fondamentalisme en passant par le radicalisme. Il 
est vehicule selon les circonstances par les classes moyennes pauperisees15

, par la grande bourgeoisie 
qui marie aisement morale religieuse et liberalisme, et meme par certains regimes a des moments 
differents de leur histoire. Il est aussi traite differemment par les regimes en place (par la repression ou 
par la relative tolerance). En outre, en fonction des situations objectives et subjectives les formes 
d' expression de I 'is lam politique difrerent. 

Au Maroc, les fractions les plus radicales de I' islamisme sont les seuls opposants au regime. Ce 
radicalisme, « s'alimente des frustrations sociales, economiques et culturelles >>. Certaines franges 
modemistes ne sont pas insensibles a cet islamisme. La politique a l'egard de l'islamisme vise a 
exclure les plus radicaux et a integrer les moderes le systeme politique16 Actuellement, neuf deputes 

12 L 'Algfrie confronte les trois pOles de son identitf : ses racines berberes, sa culture arabo-musulmane et son impregnation 
europfenne ... Cf. Thierry Michalon «Des Etats contre leur societe>> in Monde diplomatique, nov 1994. 
l3 Samir Nair « Bouleversements au sud de la Mfditerranee Pourquoi cette montee de l'islamisme >> Le Monde 
diplomatique, Aout 1997, p 13. 
14 Rien d'ftonnant a cette attitude si on sait que la charria (loi islamique) s'ordonne autour et de l'ordre moral et de la 
solidaritC sociale. 
15 Zakia Daoud « Chute du niveau de vie, frayeurs politiques : la frustration des classes moyennes au Maghreb>), Le Monde 
diplomalique, nov 1991 p 6. 

16 Pendant les elections Jegislatives de fevrier 1998, la franges moderee des islamistes est entree dans le << Mouvement 
populaire democratique et constitutionnel (MPDC) de Abdelkrim Khatib avant de creer son propre parti politique « Partie de 
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islamistes sii:gent au Parlement marocain. L'invitation faite par le nouveau roi Mohamed VI d'un des 
tenors de la mouvance islamiste marocaine a presenter sa conference dans le cadre des causeries 
ramadanesques ne constitue-t-elle pas le signe d'un toumant dans les rapports entre la monarchie et 
I 'is lam politique ? No us pensons que ce geste do it etre interprete comme la manifestation du role 
ancestral que le roi est au-dessus des differents enjeux des forces politiques en presence. Et que le 
souverain est le roi de tous les marocains abstraction faite de leur coloration politique et ideologique. 
En tout eta! de cause, le jeune roi, par ses visites dans les provinces du royaume et par la sollicitude 
soutenue a l'egard des regions desherites et des franges pauvres de la population (( concurrence )) les 
islamistes marocains sur leur terrain de predilection traditionnel a savoir le caritatif. 

Une question se pose : quelle relation y a-t-il entre islamisme et integration regionale, et la question a
t-elle un sens? Chaque Eta! du Maghreb a tente de maitriser ce phenomi:ne socio- politique de 
manii:re differente. Les retombees de ce phenomi:ne n'en sont pas point immediates sur chaque Etat 
voisin et sur le processus d'integration regionale a peine envisage avec !'institution de l'U.M.A. 
L'integrisme religieux est officiellement peryu par les Etats du Maghreb comme une menace pour les 
ordres politiques intemes. Il est aussi peryu comme un danger commun au niveau regional. 

Menace-t-il pour autant le processus d'integration amorce avec le traite de l'U.M.A.? L'integrisme 
religieux traduirait le refus d'une jeunesse marginalisee face a une societe incapable de n'pondre aux 
nouvelles aspirations. Dans cette situation, I 'Islam devient une ideologie de combat a I 'interieur du 
Maghreb et vis-a-vis de l'exterieur. « Ce serail reaction contre le materialisme qui impri:gne les 
societes occidentales capitalistes et contre I' atheisme proclame >>. Cette position se nourrit des 
sentiments de frustration et de revolte eprouves par des populations jeunes don! les moins de vingt ans 
representent 60 % a 65% de la population totale au Maghreb. Le discours integriste est moral et 
egalitaire. Il met !'accent sur une certaine lecture des principes coraniques d'equite, de justice sociale 
et de solidarite. 

En fait, le recours a la religion comme base theorique de la contestation sociale et politique n' est pas 
propre aux formations sociales ou domine !'Islam. L integrisme religieux est certes !'expression d'une 
crise indentitaire, de la marginalisation de certaines elites traditionnelles et la reaction de masses 
appauvries. A defaut d'une veritable democratisation et de l'instauration d'Etat de droit qui auraient 
permis de gagner la confiance des populations et leur participation, I 'integrisme a trouve un champ 
fertile dans les societes maghrebines caracterisees par une faible liberte d'expression et des structures 
politiques autoritaires. Mais !'Islam en tan! que religion n'est pas un obstacle au progri:s de 
I 'integration. 

Le «peril islamiste >> est souvent exagere dans les ecrits des analystes, !'experience demontre que 
lorsque la marge de parole et d' expression est reellement ouverte dans les ri:gles de I' art democratique, 
les electeurs font des choix plus nuances 17

• La modernisation liberale ne peut etre imposee 
autoritairement, mais plut6t par la voie democratique. 

3- L 'affaire du Sahara accidental 

On peut dire sans risque d'erreur que l'affaire du Sahara occidental a fortement conditionne les 
rapports entre les pays du Maghreb. Ce conflit continue de conditionner les relations 

la Justice et du Oeveloppement >> (PJD), dirig6 par Abdelilah Benkirane. 
17 11 nous semble exagere d'adh6rer aux propos categoriques de Sami Nair lorsqu'il dit que « Si des elections libres, 
democratiques, etaient organisees dans le monde arabo-musulman, il y a fort a parier que presque partout l'islamisme 
l'emporterait haut la main pour aboutir a des regimes de despotisme >)in Le Monde diplomatique de AoG.t 1997. 
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intermaghrebines et le processus d'unification du Maghreb18
• Historiquement, le Sahara occidental a 

toujours fait l'objet de revendications de la part du'Maroc 19
• 

Si au milieu des annees 70, les decideurs politiques maghn!bins utilisaient avec des fortunes diverses, 
le conflit du Sahara occidental - conflit derive de la Guerre froide20 

- pour en partie detourner leurs 
populations des problemes intemes, il n'en est plus de meme aujourd'hui ou les perspectives actuelles 
militent en faveur d'un statu quo pour une region devenue <<province marocaine >> alors que le Front 
Polisario est devenu <<coquille vide et qu'Alger (en grande partie pour des raisons intemes) ne 
souhaite desormais qu'une chose :en finir avec ce conflit- qui a failli destabiliser toute la region21

• 

Panni les contraintes, les frontieres heritees de l'epoque coloniale constituent un facteur de tension. 
Mais la construction du Maghreb contient deja en elle- meme un depassement de cet obstacle22

• A 

18 En 1976 : rupture des relations diplomatiques entre I'Algi:rie qui a reconnu la RASD d'avec le Maroc et la Mauritanie 
1979 : retablissement des relations diplomatiques entre Nouakchott et Alger. La Mauritanie met un tenne a sa participation a 
la guerre. 
1983 : L 'Algi:rie et la Tunisie signent un traiti: de fratemiti: auquel adhi:rera, un an plus tard la Mauritanie. 
1988 : l'acceptation par le Maroc du Plan de paix de I'ONU qui pn!voyait un cessez-le-feu et !'organisation d'un referendum 
sur la libre determination a permis le ri:tablissement de rapports entre Rabat et Alger. 
19 Apres avoir ri:g!C les con flits avec la Mauritanie mais surtout avec I' Algerie (traite d'lfrane en 1969, et accord de Tlemsen 
en 1970), le Maroc s'est fixe comme objectif la recuperation du Sahara espagnol. Le territoire du « Rio de Ora>) est une 
vieille possession espagnole comptant une centaine de milliers d'habitants, nomades pour la plupart. En decembre 1968, 
l'assemb!ee generale de I'O.N.U. vote une resolution invitant l'Espagne a organiser, sous les auspices des Nations unies, un 
referendum d'autodetennination des habitants du Sahara espagnol, apres consultation du Maroc, de la Mauritanie. Sur le 
terrain, plusieurs mouvements de liberation allaient voir le jour, se concurrencer et s'allier avec la Mauritanie, avec le Maroc, 
avec I' A1gerie et la Libye pour obtenir le so uti en des uns puis des autres. 

En 1973, le premier mouvement de liberation du Sahara, cree en 1968 donne naissance au front Polisario (Frente popular 
para la liberacion de Saguia el-Hamra y de Rio de Ora). Le programme du Polisario, est l'independance du Sahara espagnol 
dans ses frontieres coloniales et la creation d'une republique arabe non alignee. Le Polisario re~oit l'appui de la Mauritanie 
qui tolere ses activites militaires a partir de son territoire. L'Algerie, la Libye et la Tunisie soutiennent, a cette epoque, un 
autre mouvement, le Morehob ou Mouvement de resistance des hommes bleus. Mais bien vite ce mouvement se ralliera a la 
these marocaine. L'assemblee des notables representant les « tribus >), creee en 1967, accepte au debut de 1974 un statut 
d'autonomie, en attendant le referendum annonce pour 1975 sous les auspices de I'O.N.U. Le Maroc obtient le report de ce 
referendum et !'envoi d'une mission d'enquete sur place. Rabat demande par ailleurs (et obtient) !'avis de la Cour 
intemationale de justice de La Haye sur le statut juridique du territoire avant la colonisation espagnole. la Cour reconnait que 
le Sahara espagnol n'etait en rien un territoire sans maitre avant la colonisation ; elle affirme Cgalement que des liens 
d'aliCgeance unissaient les tribus nomades de la region aux souverains du Maroc. 
Fort de !'avis de la Cour et de l'appui de taus les partis marocains, le roi du Maroc lance, le 16 octobre 1975, la «marche 
verte)) (350 000 Marocains a la frontiere, avec le Coran pour tout bagage). Un mois en effet suffira a l'Espagne pour (< 

abandonner )) sa colonie et signer !'accord de Madrid le 14 novembre 1975. Cet accord qui partage le Sahara espagnol entre 
le Maroc et la Mauritanie est refuse par I'Algerie et le Polisario. Le 10 decembre 1975, l'assemblee generate de l'O.N.U. 
vote une resolution approuvant les accords de Madrid mais demandant aux signataires d'organiser une consultation 
d'autodetermination en presence d'observateurs de I'O.N.U. Le 26 fevrier 1976, l'Espagne quitte officiellement le Sahara, et 
le Maroc fait enteriner !'accord de Madrid par la Djemaa. Pour le Maroc l'affaire est terminee : le Sahara ex-espagnol fait 
desormais partie integrante du territoire national. Le 28 fevrier 1976, le Polisario, soutenu par les pays voisins et surtout 
I'Aigerie declara d'abord la constitution de la« RCpublique arabe sahraoui democratique et ensuite la guerre au Maroc. 
Devant, J'echec de la mediation de l'O.U.A. et la pression des pays amis au Maroc, celui-ci accepte !'idee d'un d'un 
referendum. Mais la question qui s'opposa alors et qui continue d'etre la pomme de discorde et la suivante : qui votera? La 
MINURSO (organisme de l'ONU veillant sur !'organisation du referendum et I'etablissement des listes electorales) a 
accompli un travail appreciable, mais uncertain nombre d'erreurs ont ere commises (en voie de reglement, toutefois)l9. Le 
Conseil de Securite a reconduit le mandat de la MINURSO jusqu'au 30 avril 1999 pour finaliser les protocoles relatifs a 
!'identification des 65.000 candidats restants et a la mise en ceuvre du processus dans le respect des principes et regles etablis 
par le plan de rfglement. Nous adherons a la note d'optimisme annoncee par notre Ambassadeur a cet egard, car nous 
voulons faire de cette partie de la MediterranCe un espace de paix de comprehension et non d'exclusion et d'affrontement 
« Notre espoir est grand de voir les protocoles et les directives qui vont regir cette prochaine etape du processus, tenir compte 
des principes et des regtes qui doivent permettre la participation de taus nos candidats des provinces du Sud a cette 
consultation referendaire )>. 
20 Rabat et Alger furent les representants clefs des deux grandes puissances au Maghreb. 
21 Abderrahim Lamchichi op cit p20. 
22 Ecoutant ce que dit Tony Hedges apropos du Sahara accidental« Le Sahara accidental n'ajamais constitue une nation 
avant sa colonisation, et le nationalisme actuel est un phenomene tres recent, qui ne s'est manifeste qu'aux demiers moments 
de la pCriode coloniale espagnole ~) in «The Origins of Saharawi Nationlism )) ; 'The Western Sahara Conflict', Pinter, 
Londres, 1987, p 31. 
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court terme, il est envisage de developper les echanges et mettre en reuvre des projets qui touchent les 
zones frontalieres. Mais I' obstacle principal au niveau regional demeure la question du Sahara 
Occidental. 

Depuis !'institution de l'U.M.A, les rencontres officielles se sont contentees de tourner le dos a cet 
obstacle. La volonte de creer une entite regionale est opposee en principe au soutien d'un mouvement 
ayant pour objectif la creation d'un nouvel Etat independant et souverain au Maghreb. La tendance 
integrationniste est opposee a la tendance secessionniste. Creer un nouvel Etat, c'est aussi accroitre la 
division et affaiblir les Etats de toute la region du Maghreb. 

4- Role de I' Union Europeenne : le hiatus entre le discours et l'acte 

Apres avoir favorise la politique du «diviser pour regnem et en avoir beneficie au maximum, les 
anciennes puissances coloniales, France et Italie, d'abord, Espagne et Portugal depuis Ieur entree dans 
la CEE, en 1986, deplorent le retard pris dans !'edification du Grand Maghreb et encouragent son 
acceleration . La commission de Bruxelles, de son cote, souhaite traiter avec une entite unifiee, 
semblable au conseil de cooperation du Golfe, constitue en 198!, sachant que !'Europe voisine ne 
pourra que subir les contrecoups d'un Maghreb desuni et desarticu!e. 
C'est dans ce sens d'ailleurs et afin de dissiper les inquietudes legitimes exprimees au Maghreb, que 
l'UE a exprime dans la declaration de Lisbonne, en Juin, 1992, son soutien de tout projet d'integration 
maghrebine. 

On ne peut toutefois, s'empecher de constater que le fosse entre I'UE d'une part et Ies pays du 
Maghreb d'autre part ne cesse de s'approfondir et de s'exacerber. Sur le plan economique l'asymetrie 
economique et financiere entre !'Europe occidentale et !'Europe Centrale d'une part et entre les deux 
rives de la Mediterranee d'autre part n'a pas cesse de s'aggraver ces trente dernieres annees. Plusieurs 
donnees confirment cet ecart. En effet, les pays mediterraneens de !'Union Europeenne representent 
15% du commerce international contre moins de 3% pour les pays de la rive sud. En plus l'ecart de 
niveau de vie entre les deux rives va de I a 20 (ce rapport va de 1000 a 20.000 dollars). Le PIB de 
!'ensemble des pays de la rive sud equivaut a celui de la Grece et du Portugal. Les PRSM (Pays de la 
Rive sud de la Mediterranee) connaissent un faible taux de croissance economique et de productivite 
et un accroissement de leur heteronomie face au developpement accelere des echanges intra
regionaux de la Rive nord. En outre, on remarque un ecart flagrant entre le poids de chacun des rives 
par rapport a !'autre : d'un cote !'Union Europeenne represente plus de 60 % des exportations de la rive 
sud, de !'autre cote, le poids des exportations des pays sud de la Mediterranee ne depassent guere 3 % 
des importations totales de l'U.E. 

L'ame!ioration des relations UE-Maghreb passe par la concretisation et l'instauration de nouveaux 
rapports dans Ies domaines prioritaires23 a meme de favoriser le progres et la stabilite dans !'ensemble 
de la region mediterraneenne . 

La dynamique de la transition dans les pays du Maghreb est conditionnee autant par les contraintes 
internes que celles externes en termes d'ouverture du marche europeen, de financement et surtout 
d'investissement. C'est la raison pour laquelle, l'UE a une lourde responsabilite quanta la stabilite de 
la region : le codeveloppement pour n!soudre le probleme de I' emploi. Il y a lieu de creer chaque 
annee un million d'emplois. L'emigration, soupape pour !es Etats maghrebins, n'est plus possible 
comme il y a quinze ans. L'Europe est devenue depuis le debut des annees quatre vingt dix plus 

23 Un dialogue politique de haut niveau. 
Une cooperation economique, technique et culturelle avancees ; des rapports comrnerciaux plus actifs ; une cooperation 
financifre plus dense ; une cooperation sociale intense. 
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qu'une << citadelle »24 Jusqu'a present, existe-t-il reellement une volonte commune de faire de la 
Mediterranee un ensemble solidaire25 ? Les espoirs nourris depuis le milieu des annees quatre vingt 
dix se sont vile transformes sinon en desespoir du moins en interrogations. 

En guise de Conclusion 

Les economies maghrebines sont caracterisees par une grande heterogeneite de leurs structures 
economiques et politiques, une grande extraversion a l'egard de !'Union Europeenne, des difficultes 
d'ordre socio-culturel manifestes. Comble du paradoxe, l'UMA est confrontee aux memes defis (plus 
exacerbes que par le passe) qui dix ans auparavant ont motive sa naissance. Chomage est sous-emploi 
touchant de plus en plus une jeunesse diplomee, une forte dependance a l'egard de l'exterieur, une 
secheresse structurelle attisant le mecontentement populaire et mena~ant la securite alimentaire de la 
regwn. 

Ces realites et les conflits plus ou larves conjugues a des problemes socio-economiques risquent a tout 
moment de mettre le feu aux poudres. Ils sont tellement imbriques les uns aux autres qu' ils appellent 
une approche integree et globale. 

En effet, I' exam en des indicateurs macro-economiques fondamentaux demontre que les chances qu' a 
l'UMA de jouer un role sur la scene intemationale ne sont pas prometteuses. Les membres de I 'UMA 
affrontent toute une serie de problemes qui handicapent leur developpement economique et leurs 
potentialites : faiblesse du PIB, dependance alimentaire, desequilibre des echanges commerciaux, 
faiblesse du niveau de vie, l'analphabetisme, lourdeur du fardeau de la dette ... Ces problemes 
menacent directement ou indirectement la stabilite du Grand Maghreb. 

La democratie s'avere la seule voie de salut quant aux aspirations des societes des pays de la region, 
quant aux necessites du developpement et quant a I' acces a la modemite et a la mondialisation. La 
modernisation devrait se baser sur une veritable democratisation de vie a tous les niveaux. Mais, 
l'avenir dependra des enjeux des forces en presence, en articulation avec la justice sociale. 
Les fondamentalismes26 naissent de I' absence de culture democratique. La democratie est auto
creatrices des ses propres conditions de succes. La dimension sociale de I 'UMA n' est pas mentionnee 
dans les actes de !'accord de constitution de cet ensemble regional27

• L'Union des Syndicats des 
Travailleurs du Maghreb Arabe (USTMA) lors du dixieme anniversaire de I 'UMA tenu a Casablanca 
ont exprime dans un memorandum adresse aux dirigeants de l'UMA la necessite d'integrer les 
principes de justice sociale, de democratie, de dialogue avec I' ensemble des forces politiques et 
civiques ainsi que sur une cooperation tripartite (gouvemement, patronat, syndicat) respectueuse de la 
liberte syndicale28

• 

L 'ere dans laquelle no us sommes inseres est celle de grands ensembles regionaux. Mais, il serail faux 
de croire que !'Unite allait resoudre tous nos problemes, a supposer meme que la volonte politique de 
l'etablir existe29

. 

24 « Les morocains qui, hier, etaient prets au sacrifice pour leur patrie meurent aujourd'hui dans le dftroit de Gibraltar, en 
tentant de fuir la misf:re )) Mohamed Basri «Le rendez-vous manques de l'historie »in Monde diplomatique, octobre 1993. 
25 Cf document preparatoire a la conference euro-mOO.iterraneenne a Barcelone les 27 et 28 nov 1995. Ce document met 
!'accent sur le fait que les efforts politiques pour cn!er une <<zone de paix, de stabilitf et de securite en Mediterranee )). 
26 <<La stabilitf du Maghreb n'est pas menacee par la seule contestation islamiste >)in 'Maniere de voir' n° 24, 1998. 
27 les quatre axes retenus sont: les relations intemationales, la defense, l'i:conomie et la culture 
28 Les syndicalistes de I'USTMA ont re~u l'appui de la Confederation Intemationale des Syndicats Libres (CISL) dans leur 
demarche par la voix de son secretaire general, Eddy Laurijssen, qui a assiste a la reunion de Casablanca. Le responsable de 
la CISL s'est dit pret a apporter tout son appui a l'USTMA. 
29 L'union est ineluctable dirait uncertain discours politique parce que le passe commun de la ri:gion maghri:bine sa langue, 
sa religion et ses croyances incarnent une force telle que les facteurs de !'unite l'emporteraient sur les facteurs de division. 
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les Maghrebins sont de plus en plus conscients de la necessite imperative d'edifier par eux-memes et 
pour eux-memes (avec au besoin !'aide d'autres institutions regionales et intemationale) un ensemble 
solide, pour ne pas etre progressivement marginalises dans un monde ou s'est accelere le rythrne de 
l'histoire et du developpement technologique. Done c'est pour des raisons et des mobiles d'avenir 
plutot que du passe que !'engagement devrait etre fait. La fuite en arriere, pratique tres courante dans 
la culture arabo-musulmane, fait consciemment ou inconsciemment 1 'impasse sur les veri tables enjeux 
du present et de 1 'avenir. Certes, la communaute de la langue (des langues ), de la religion ( differentes 
pratiques) des coutumes peut constituer un terreau favorable, mais jamais determinants dans la 
constitution maghrebine, comme !'edification de tout ensemble regional. Seule la prise en 
consideration des veritables preoccupations du presents et a fortiori d'avenir en termes economique, 
social, culture! s'avere veritablement payante. Les exemples d'integration regionale les plus reussis 
sont ceux-la memes qui ont mis davantage regarder en avant que dans leur retroviseur. 

On peut certes regretter les dissensions, les rivalites, les erreurs, les defaillances qui ont jalonne la 
renaissance du Grand Maghreb . Auraient-elles pu etre evitees? Rien n'est moins sirr, car elles 
resultent de !'evolution historique des Etats maghrebins, il aurait ete possible de progresser d'un pas 
plus decide, plus rapide, si le conflit du Sahara accidental n'avait aussi longtemps obstrue la voie. 
Tous Ces facteurs ont conditionne les choix des responsables qui ont preside au destin des Etats 
devenus independants. Sans ceder a un determinisme simpliste, on constate qu'ils ont largement fleche 
les itineraires empruntes par les chefs d'Etats et par les peuples . C'est en suivant le cheminement des 
uns et des autres qu'on pourra analyser la nature des obstacles que chacun a du franchir dans la marche 
vers la cooperation regionale, etape obligee pour atteindre !'unite du Grand Maghreb. C'est aussi en 
suivant ces itineraires depuis les independances qu'on degagera les raisons qui ont favorise la creation 
de !'Union du Maghreb arabe, edifice encore fragile et guette par mille perils. 

L' islamisme contemporain traduit le desarroi des societes sans parvenir a penser le changement social. 
Et il nous parait que la seule voie du salut est davantage de democratisation de la vie sociale, 
davantage de participation a la destinee de ces pays par leur societe civile, et davantage de 
developpement economique. Les ONG dans les pays du Maghreb qui se son! montrees assez actives 
dans le rapprochement des composantes de la Societe civile de ces pays30 son! a encourager. De 
meme, le concours et responsable des pays de l'UE en termes d'investissements (Le volume 
d'investissements europeens dans les economies du sud de la Mediterranee ne depasse pas 4 % des 
investissements totaux de !'Europe a l'etranger dont 2 % profitent a la Turquie et a Israel), d'une plus 
grande liberte de circulation des marchandises et des personnes s'avere necessaire si l'on veut eviter la 
destabilisatJOn de la regiOn et )es denves des <~Ctatures~!Jberales"»;cdes-<<-popuhsmes rehg!eUX » et 

ii:Jij J:-.;r:~.'-1! 2.L~:'.".U -~OM!\ 
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Une question h~gitime s'impose: quand l'Histoire constitue+elle un veritable facteur d'unite? Et a partir de quelle periode 
cette Histoire commence ? 
De meme une autre version de ce discours insiste sur !'existence de ressources economiques en tant que facteur d'unite. 
L'UMA n'est qu'une etape vers une unite plus globale et complete a savoir !'Unite arabe. Le simplisme de ce discours tres 
courantjusqu'au debut des annees soixante est que l'independance politique signifie !'Unite en politique. 

30 M. Lahcen Moussaoui, ministre al6gfrien delegue charge de la Cooperation et des Affaires maghrebines, a souligne le rOle 
de !'action maghrebine non gouvemementale dans le renforcement du processus unioniste. Ce constat a ete fait par le Comite 
de suivi de l'UMA lors de sa 35 erne session tenue a Alger 
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The aspiration to a comprehensive Euro-Mediterranean zone of stability, 

security and prosperity remains the goal of the Barcelona Process. But this general 

goal, along with the more specific target of a Mediterranean-European Free Trade Area 

by 20 I 0, are unlikely to be met without some significant changes in the patterns of 

inter-state relations within the Partnership. Thus far, the Partnership essentially consists 

of one sub-regional grouping, the European Union, and many individual states on the 

southern and eastern rim of the Mediterranean. The individual Mediterranean Non

Member Countries (MNMCs) are intensifying their bilateral relations with the EU to 

one degree or another, but there has been little structural change in the nature of inter

MNMC relations since the start of the Process in !995. In other words, the dynamics of 

the EMP still resemble the "hub-and-spoke" system of many airline companies: it is still 

easier for Rabat and Algiers or Jerusalem and Cairo (much less Damascus) to interact 

institutionally through Brussels than directly with each other. 

That would not be such a major problem if the ultimate intention of Barcelona 

were to expand the EU southward as it is being expanded eastern, in other words, to 

integrate the MNMCs into the EU. But that is manifestly not the case. Not only does 

the constitutional basis of the EU preclude membership by non-European states; many 

of the latter would have serious reservations about joining (i.e., accepting the acquis 

communautaire) even if that option were available. 

Consequently, movement towards a meaningful Euro-Med regional groupmg 

can only take place via another route: the pursuit of more direct and open relations 

among the non-European members of EMP. This requires normal, cooperative 

interactions at the level of both governments and civil societies. Geographical 

proximity and geo-political sensitivity would then lend some kind of special sub-



regional character to these interactions, to which an institutional underpinning would be 

appropriate. In other words, sub-regional cooperation in other parts of the Euro-Med 

region is not, as some have argued, an obstacle to the overall goals of Barcelona (any 

more than is the existence of the EU itself). Instead, it is an important building block, 

perhaps even a prerequisite for achieving those goals. 

Unfortunately, there is little evidence thus far that trends in the Middle East 

point in this direction. There is not a single cooperative or even consultative 

organization for the entire sub-region (in contrast to Latin America, Africa, South Asia, 

or Asia-Pacific), and the few sub-sub-regional organizations that exist (Arab League, 

GC C) do not have an overly impressive record of effective cooperation. 

Overcoming this legacy will not be easy. There are two main obstacles to the 

development of cooperative relations, not to speak of an institutional basis for them, in 

this part of the world. The first is the persistence of regional suspicions, rivalries and 

conflicts, especially the Arab-Israeli conflict. The second is the character of the 

domestic political-economic systems that prevail in the region. 

On the first, it is often suggested that sub-regional cooperation cannot yet 

proceed in the Middle East because territorial and boundary disputes remain unresolved 

and national aspirations for self-determination (independence or autonomy) remain 

unsatisfied. In particular, decision-makers in some of the leading Arab states have 

insisted that these problems must be resolved first before any institutional basis for 

cooperative relations with Israel can be put in place. Indeed, some have come to equate 

sub-regional cooperation with "normalization," which they view in instrumental geo

political terms, i.e., "as a reward for Israel." 1 This view is not universally shared, but 

the pressures of inter-Arab politics, notwithstanding the end of pan-Arabism as a vibrant 

1 Emad Gad, "Regional Cooperation in the Middle East: Settlement Leads to Cooperation" (mimeo), p. 6. 
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political force, mean that even those states whose own bilateral conflicts with Israel 

have been solved or whose leaders incline to a different approach, are very hesitant to 

move forward. Consequently, sub-regional cooperation is effectively held hostage to 

the resolution of all outstanding Arab-Israeli issues, i.e., some Arab partners have a veto 

of sorts on the actions of others. 

There is no intrinsic reason why this sequencing must predominate. Experience 

elsewhere (e.g., in South-East Asia) suggests that the opposite approach might actually 

be more productive, i.e., that the conscious pursuit of cooperative inter-state relations in 

functionally compartmentalized fields could help contain, manage or even resolve 

conflicts. That was the logic behind the creation of ASEAN even while member states 

continued to hold to contradictory views on a variety of territorial, maritime, and other 

issues. And while mutual suspicions in situations of unresolved conflict might explain 

the reluctance to undertake cooperative relations that have some direct or even indirect 

bearing on national security (e.g., CSBMs), they do not so obviously explain the 

inclination to shy away from cooperation in areas (e.g., economics, environment) where 

there is a clear potential for mutual benefit However, there is little point in arguing the 

abstract logic of the proper sequence between cooperation and dispute settlement The 

idea that peace is a precondition for Arab-Israeli normalization is so deeply entrenched 

that any institutional expression of sub-regional cooperation will almost certainly have 

to wait for more significant progress along that track. 

Having said that, it is also the case that the mere absence of conflicts as severe 

and complicated as the Arab-Israeli one is not a sufficient condition for more effective 

sub-regional cooperation. As the EuroMeSCo Working Group report indicates, "The 

Ar:;tb Middle Eastern [and North African] countries' record of regional cooperation 
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among themselves is not much better."2 

All this points to the second obstacle to sub-regional cooperation: domestic 

structural factors. Many states in the region are ruled by unresponsive, unaccountable 

governments. Although the degree of authoritarianism varies, most of these 

governments rely to one degree or another on neo-patrimonial bureaucracies and 

military and/or other security organs to maintain themselves in power. And almost all 

of them must confront important domestic constituencies opposed to the open exchange 

of goods, services, capital, ideas, information and cultural influences that are part of 

cooperative relations with other states and civil societies. For these reasons, many 

governments in the region are highly suspicious of anything that might impinge on the 

unfettered exercise of state sovereignty or of regime authority. Both sovereignty and 

authority are often seen to be threatened by cooperative inter-state relations or by the 

structural demands of cooperative relations between civil societies (e.g., independent 

judiciaries in the economic sphere, free flow of information in the economic and 

cultural spheres). 3 

In fact, if institutionalized sub-regional cooperation demands greater political 

and economic open-ness, it can be profoundly destabilizing to these governments and 

their bases of support in society, in the same way that the Helsinki Agreements 

eventually proved destabilizing to Communist systems in Eastern Europe. Freer 

cultural and information flows undermine their control of information and challenge 

statist-nationalist or ethno-religious values; freer economic flows challenge the political 

and material benefits of state regulation for national treasuries and for state bureaucrats, 

2 Gamal Soltan, "Sub-Regional Cooperation: The Case of the Middle East," p. 4. 

3 Problems with economic transparency and legal security also contribute to the failure of MNMCs to 
attract direct foreign investment, which makes it difficult even for well-intenti~ned economic 
restructuring plans to succeed. George Joffe, "The Domestic Implications of The Free Trade Area 
Agreements" (mimeo), p. 2. 
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holders of licenses and monopolies, and producers of import-substitutes. It is therefore 

not surprising that those whose vested interests and values are threatened by greater 

open-ness not only resist institutionalized sub-regional cooperation (which implies 

normalized relations with neighboring states). They are also suspicious of the broader 

trend of globalization (which they depict as a process intended to subvert their authentic 

identity). In this sense, even free trade can be a subversive idea. 

Given these obstacles, there is little likelihood that sub-regional institutions for 

cooperation in the Middle East will emerge in the foreseeable future, and this raises 

serious questions about the viability of a Euro-Med regional grouping or a functioning 

MEFTA by the year 2010. At the same time, it is important to be aware of the potential 

for progress that does exist and that can be nurtured by judicious policies on the part of 

the EU. The potential lies largely in the phenomenon of differential bilateral 

cooperation among MCMCs in the eastern Mediterranean. This is most advanced 

where bilateral disputes are least intrusive AND where domestic political and economic 

systems are most open (internally and externally). The clearest example is the case of 

Turkish-Israeli ties that include, in addition to their security component, extensive trade 

relations (over 50% of intra-regional trade) and interaction between civil societies. But 

it is also apparent in Israeli-Egyptian relations. Notwithstanding the psychological and . 

other barriers that remain in effect, there has been a noteworthy development of 

tourism, academic exchanges, and trade ties between the two countries (Israel is Egypt's 

second largest trading partner in the Middle East). This is a direct outcome of Anwar 

Sadat's decision to make peace with Israel. But that decision, in turn, was in many 

ways derivative of a prior decision: to abandon the Nasserist model of development and 

open Egypt to the outside world (the term for that decision - infitah - implies 
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endorsement of the ideology of globalization and open regionalism). In a similar vein, 

the development of Israeli-Jordanian relations is not just a function of the peace 

agreement between the two countries, but also of Jordan's experiments in 

democratization and structural economic reform. And it is not coincidental that the least 

resistance in Jordan to normal ties with Israel is found precisely in that sector of 

Jordanian society most receptive to the open-ness implied by globalization: the private 

sector. 

What this suggests is that, while the emergence of a sub-regional Middle Eastern 

grouping as a building block of the Euro-Med idea is at best a distant prospect, the 

emerging web of bilateral ties already provides a foundation for sub-sub-regional 

cooperation on instrumental grounds. These coalitions of the willing or like-minded 

have produced numerous examples of focused institutionalized cooperation, the most 

recent of which is the air traffic management organization whose establishment was 

agreed by Cyprus, Egypt, Jordan and Israel in mid-June! Such institutions are not, in 

and of themselves, equivalent to a sub-regional grouping, but they signal recognition of 

the mutual benefits of cooperation and provide the precursors or building blocks of the 

more ambitious sub-regional cooperation needed to turn the Euro-Med idea into a 

reality. 

This has certain implications for those in the EU committed to the idea of 

promoting a Euro-Med zone without actually expanding the Union. For one thing, it 

reinforces the principle of gradualism or incrementalism in institution building. In 

practical terms, that means encouraging the expansion of functional sub-sub-regional 

networks in the Middle East among the willing or like-minded, even when others 

choose to refrain from joining or actually criticize such developments. Encouragement 

4 Ha-Aretz. 18 June 2000. 
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needs to take the form, not only of political support, but also of financial and/or 

technical assistance where that is appropriate. 

But beyond that, there is a clear interest in expanding the circle of the willing or 

like-minded partners. This ought to be done along two parallel, simultaneous tracks. 

One is the promotion of settlement of the disputes that complicate the pursuit of sub

regional cooperation. This clearly requires European coordination with the United 

States, with the aim of working out some coherent division of labor based on the 

comparative advantages of the partners in the Trans-Atlantic relationship. The other is 

the promotion of domestic open-ness (legal, political, social and economic), the deficit 

of which also complicates the pursuit of sub-regional cooperation. Here, the EU has a 

greater ability to act autonomously to strengthen government transparency and 

accountability, the rule of law, the private sector and civil society around the 

Mediterranean. Such actions are entirely consistent with the declared goals of the . 

Barcelona Process. Beyond that, they are needed to give content to the idea of a 

common Euro-Mediterranean space. 
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(Preliminary draft for discussion- do not quote) 

Energy is a very important component of Mediterranean relations, but a less important component 
of Mediterranean co-operation and integration. In fact, more often than not, energy has tended to be 
a factor of division and conflict rather than integration. 

Energy was originally barely mentioned in the Barcelona Convention and, notwithstanding repeated 
efforts on the part of the concerned parties (energy ministers of the Mediterranean countries, 
Mediterranean energy companies and the DG for Energy in the Commission) it has so far failed to 
acquire the attention that it deserves in the context of the EMP. 

In this paper, I will mostly discuss oil and gas. This is not entirely satisfactory: one should speak 
also of power generation as well and of renewable sources of energy. But this would entail an 
excessive broadening of the scope of the paper. 

The discussion is organised in four main aspects: 

I. energy trade 

2. development of energy resources 

3. satisfying energy trade 

4. energy and the EMP 

Energy trade 

Energy products are a very important component of Mediterranean trade. For the oil and gas 
exporting countries (Algeria, Libya, Egypt, Syria), they constitute by far the dominant export 
commodities. For the oil and gas importing countries (all others) they constitute invariably a very 
important component of total imports. Exporters may export to non-Mediterranean countries and 
importers may buy from non-Mediterranean countries, however in fact the bulk of energy products 
trade takes place between two Mediterranean countries. 

The dimension of trade in oil and gas creates an important area of common interest. However, a 
fundamental difference exists between the two. In fact, the market for oil is global, and has always 

been so, while the market for gas is regional. This is because oil is easy and cheap to transport, 
while gas is difficult and expensive. 

For oil, the dimension of regional co-operation has never acquired any real importance. Relations 
between buyer and seller are intrinsically conflictual, because of price indetermination in the short 
term. Both demand and supply of oil are rigid in the short run; hence fundamentals only determine 
the upper and lower limit of a wide band within which the price oscillates quite violently. 
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Determination of price within this band is a matter of speculative market behaviour and market 
power, leading to intense conflict between the two sides. (To be precise, notwithstanding repeated 
attempts at understanding what drives prices in the short run, no satisfactory explanation has been 
found yet, and forecasts are therefore impossible). 

At the regional level, while trade is intense, it is not necessitated: each side in turn may threaten to 
abandon its customary suppliers or clients in order to gain better prices, and both sides do exactly 

this in turns, thus preventing any regional co-operation agreement. Looking for alternative sources 
or clients remains a largely sterile exercise, because prices are determined globally, and who is the 
supplier of each specific importer has no importance whatsoever. 

For gas the situation is entirely different. The difficulty of transportation means that the gas market 
is segmented: regionally and also by each supplier and client. In other words, not all clients pay the 
same for Algerian gas, not all suppliers charge the same to Snam or GDF. Prices are in fact kept 
rather jealously secret in order to prevent open competition. Things are changing in this respect in 
Europe, and the progressive creation of a unified European gas market will force greater 
transparency and possibly competitiveness, but there is a long way to go. Relations between buyer 
and seller are of course conflictual with respect to price determination, but both sides also have 
huge shared interests, with respect to maximising the utilisation of transportation infrastructure and 
stabilising market share - which is difficult and costly to acquire and would be disastrous to lose. 
Gas suppliers and clients have therefore been locked in a relationship which is very close to a 
catholic marriage: you can quarrel as much as you want, but divorce is simply out of the question. 

Whether this kind of relationship can be called co-operative is debatable to say the least. It is for 
sure a relationship of interdependence, in which neither side can prosper without the other. But both 
sides are always suspicious that the other may gain an advantage in bargaining power, and historical 
experience tells us that no close co-operation in other areas was generated by gas trade. 

At the same time, experience also demonstrates that the existence of gas trade establishes a very 
solid base for bilateral relations, creating a favourable climate to containing conflict and 
overcoming differences. This may at times be called complacency or appeasement (e.g. towards 
Russia or towards the military repression in Algeria) but it does have a stabilising effect in the long 

run. 

The difficulty and cost of developing gas transportation infrastructure explains the unbalanced 

development of gas in the Mediterranean. To this date, Algeria is the only gas producer in the 
Mediterranean that has developed substantial gas exports, and Italy and France are the only two 
consumers that have developed substantial imports. Spain has lagged behind, though its gas 
business is developing fast, and Portugal, Greece and Turkey have followed suit with some delay 
relative to Spain, though they too are expected to expand consumption very rapidly. 

Algerian exports to Italy have taken place by way of a pipeline that has been operational since the 
early 1980's, while exports to France have been based on LNG. Because the pipe to Italy crossed 
Tunisia, it created a degree of sub-regional integration, which, however, was viewed as a cost rather 
than an opportunity by both Sonatrach and Snam. Sonatrach is constantly searching for a solution to 
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access the European (Italian and/or French) market by way of a pipeline that will not pass through 
Tunisia, and Eni has manifested no interest in developing gas consumption in Tunisia, nor in 
routing a proposed pipeline from Libya through Tunisia. Libya, in any case, insisted in a direct 
routing across the sea, and turned down any suggestion of transit across Tunisia. 

More recently, establishing a pipeline to Spain has forced transit through Morocco, but none of the 
parties involved has been interested in making the best of this opportunity and developing gas 

consumption in Morocco in a big way: rather, a minimalist approach has prevailed. 

Elsewhere in the Mediterranean, Greece and Turkey receive piped gas from Russia, and LNG from 
Algeria, but no other international gas flows exist in the region. 

I. Egypt has long has significant gas production, recently more and more in excess of its 
domestic needs, and an export project has been on the drawing or negotiating table for 
years, but no development is to be expected anytime soon. 

2. Libya possesses gas reserves that are small relative to its oil reserves but in no way 
insignificant in absolute terms, and will become an exporter when the pipeline to Sicily 
will be laid and operational. 

3. Lebanon is in need of gas but receives none, though Syria has promised to share some of 
its gas with it: but Syria itself does not produce enough to satisfy its full potential needs, 
and what it is pledging to Lebanon will be insufficient to meet Lebanon's needs. 

4. Turkey is severely short of gas, 

5. and Jordan, to close the list, has none. 

Force 1s to recognise that outside the Western Mediterranean political considerations have 
prevented the development of gas ties. Hence we are obliged to admit that gas is highly political, 
though it is not at all clear why this should be the case, as gas is fungible and does not establish a 
condition of dependence that may have serious security implications. Yet, as we said, gas contracts 
are in many ways catholic marriages, and presumably you don't get married if you seriously dislike 
each other. 

Development of energy sources 

Before they are traded, oil and gas need to be found and developed. The Mediterranean region has 
experienced the alternation of phases that has been common to the industry in general: domination 
on the part of multinationals, re-assertion of national control, new opening to international 
companies. This process has created powerful forces and actors, which shall have a bearing on 
future regional relations. 

Algerian oil and gas was discovered when the country was still part of France; elsewhere in the 
Mediterranean discoveries took place in independent countries, and at a relatively late date, when 
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the power of the major international oil companies was already being questioned. Libya, Tunisia, 
Egypt and Syria were therefore able to adopt rules which avoided the extreme conflicts that 
characterised relations with the international oil companies in Iran, Iraq or other Gulf states. 

On the northern shore, the governments of the importing countries created or encouraged the 
creation of national oil companies, generally state-owned: Repsol in Spain, Elf in France, Eni in 
Italy, TPAO in Turkey. In their search for partners different from the over-powerful international oil 

companies, the Southern Mediterranean countries invited these national oil companies alongside 
American independents to create competition and enhance their control. This policy had a measure 
of success and remains predominantly linked to the name of Enrico Mattei, who first drove Eni into 
Egypt, Tunisia and Libya, and supported the Algerian independence struggle. 

• Eni remains 

> the first largest gas producer and the second largest oil producer in Egypt, 

> the largest oil producer in Tunisia, 

> and the largest active oil producer in Libya (when the American companies whose 
properties are kept in trust by the Libyans come back, this will change). 

• The presence of the French companies was logically concentrated in Algeria and has 
never quite recovered from nationalisation there, 

• and Repsol was less aggressive and less fortunate with discoveries. 

With the exception ofElfs presence in Algeria, this pattern of relations in upstream oil and gas has 
weathered the nationalist phase remarkably well. Some of the major international oil companies' 
properties were nationalised, notably in Libya, but the national oil companies of the Northern 
Mediterranean countries were able to maintain their positions. To some extent, this created the 
feeling that there existed some kind of preferential relationship between Mediterranean national oil 
and gas companies from the two sides, producers and importers. 

We leave it to historians to discuss whether this preferential relationship was for real, but surely it 
has been undermined by various recent developments. 

I. Firstly, all the former state-owned national oil companies of the major importing 
countries have been privatised and subjected to much closer scrutiny on the part of 
financial analysts and markets, leaving precious little room of manoeuvre to undertake 

co-operative projects that are not immediately profitable. 

2. Secondly, some of these companies have entered into international alliances (Total took 
over Fina first and then Elf, Repsol took over YPF) that have relatively reduced their 
interest in the Mediterranean. 

3. Thirdly, the countries of the Southern Mediterranean have opened their doors to 
international investment and sought to diversify their partners - i.e. looked for partners 
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outside the Mediterranean. Hence, Algeria granted concessions for major projects to BP, 

Amoco and Arco when these were independent companies, and BP-Amoco that has 
taken over Arco will undoubtedly become Sonatrach' s main partner in due course of 
time. Other companies that have been very active in Algeria are Anadarko of the US (in 
which Sonatrach owns a 10% stake) and BHP of Australia. Eni and Total have also been 
active in the country, but their presence is very much put in a different perspective by 

recent developments. No doubt, as soon as the American government will allow US 
companies to go back to Libya, they will be allowed considerable space there. 

4. Finally, a process of transformation of the national oil companies of the producing 

countries has begun. Sonatrach here is leading the way, being partially privatised, and 
mandated to behave like any international oil companies, investing outside Algeria and 
maximising profit. It will be some time before this strategy is fully implemented, but the 

direction of change is clear. 

The bottom line of these various concurrent trends is clear: the development of Mediterranean oil 
and gas will be increasingly globalised and less and less of a regional affair. 

Satisfying energy demand 

Many political analysts that are not experts in the energy field are led to believe that the essence of 
energy co-operation is in developing new resources and in energy trade. In fact, the most promising 
area for co-operation is meeting the rapidly growing energy needs of the Southern Mediterranean 
countries. These countries are confronted by very rapid population growth, and their people expect 
to enjoy the conveniences and lifestyle that only the availability of network energy can 
accommodate (which is not synonymous with affluence). Their per capita consumption level is at 
present extremely low when compared with Southern European standards: in short, there is no way 
that one can conceive of economic development in the Mediterranean Partner Countries which is 
not accompanied by a steep increase in energy consumption. 

There is significant evidence that energy consumption is repressed in much of the Mediterranean, 
meaning that more would be consumed at current prices if it were available. But not all areas are 
connected to network energy (electricity and gas, but the former is most important) and in those that 
are so connected the energy is not always available, because of insufficient generation capacity, 
breakdowns and unreliability of the systems. 

The insufficient extension of the networks is an important motivation for people to move away from 
the rural areas and the smaller centres and contribute to the flow of migrants into the large and 

unmanageable metropolises. The unreliability of energy supply is a direct blow to industrialisation 
and simply adds an additional burden to residential and service users (including tourist 
establishments) that must invest in a generator of their own (which, of course, will generate very 
high cost electricity). 
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Hence, satisfYing the energy demand of the Mediterranean Partner countries must be recognised as 
a key priority for the EMP. In line with the prevailing international doctrine (the Washington 
consensus) it has been maintained that the solution can only come from privatising the old-style 

state owned utilities, opening the field to international investment and adopting prices in line with 

market realities. 

It is difficult to quarrel with these indications, and yet countries that have followed them have 
scarcely improved their situation. A few of the Mediterranean countries have called for private 
investment in IPPs, but where projects have been adjudicated and investors' consortia chosen 
implementation has lagged behind. Privately generated power still has to make a significant 

contribution to total power supply in the MPC. 

Besides, there is more that needs to be done, not just power generation. The entire energy chain is 
seriously underfunded and underinvested, and the EMP has not succeeded in stimulating the 

massive flow of private investment that is required. 

Energy and the EMP 

This unsatisfactory state of affairs is the direct consequence of the fact that the importance of 
energy- specifically of improving energy systems in the MPCs -has never been recognised by the 
Partnership. In earlier drafts of the Barcelona Convention, energy was not mentioned at all as a 
priority field of interest for the Mediterranean Co-operation. Later, a simple mention was included, 
but it had no teeth, Attempts of the part of DGXVII first, and now the Directorate for 
Transportation and Energy, to raise the profile of Energy in the context of the Mediterranean 
Partnership have so far failed. Yet the need to do so has been clear for years and it is sanctioned in 
various official documents. 

The Ministerial Conference of Trieste, which took place on June 7-9, 1996 clearly pointed to the 

satisfaction of the energy needs of the Southern Mediterranean countries as top priority, and also 
pointed to other important objectives, notably the extension to the MPC's of membership into the 
Energy Charter Treaty and creation of a EU mechanism of non-commercial risk insurance for larger 
infrastructure projects. No real progress has been achieved on either of these objectives. 

Now that both the electricity and the gas directives have come into force in the Union, the extension 
of these important regulatory instruments to the entire Mediterranean region appears of paramount 

importance to promote private investment in the energy cycle. 

For several years, opportunities for debate and for reaching common conclusions have abounded. It 
is time to implement some of the things on which a broad consensus has been found, recognising 
the importance that energy supply has and will continue to have for economic growth in the MPCs, 
and the inadequate response that we have so far been capable of eliciting. 
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Appendix 

Conclusions ofthe Trieste Ministerial Meeting, June 7-9, 1996 

Following the fruitful debate between all the participants to the Trieste Conference, and in order to 
reinforce and enhance the Euro-Mediterranean partnership in the energy sector, agree that: 

* the Energy Charter Treaty could be considered as a reference instrument which would be able to 
promote investments and trade and create the conditions for efficient and transparent relations in the 
partnership. For the countries who have not yet signed this instrument, the accession to the Treaty 
may be considered as an appropriate form of participation. The Conference welcomes the European 
Commission initiative to organise in Autumn 1996 a briefing session on the Energy Charter in order 
to have all interested countries informed on the Energy Charter itself and the modalities for 
organising consultation with a view to their participation in the forms most closely corresponding to 
the needs of each country; 

* an effort should be made to harmonize legal and contractual rules applied to the energy sector in 
the Southern and Eastern Mediterranean countries, taking into account individual characteristics; in 
particular in the field of hydrocarbons in order to favour investments by foreign companies; 

* the development of a Euro-Mediterranean interconnected network in the gas and electricity 
sectors, including the Trans-European regional and local energy networks, constitutes a significant 
contribution to economic and social development in this area and strengthens the security of supply 
for all the partners; 

* an effort should be made to identity efficient ways to promote international investments, 
including methods of providing better cover of investment risks with the participation, where 
appropriate, of interested companies, to allow the financing of projects aiming at improving the 
energy situation in countries of Southern and Eastern Mediterranean; 

* considering the important interrelations between energy and environment, environmental 
objectives should be taken into account in the framework of the energy partnership, being 
compatible with the improvement of the supply security and the networks interconnection; 

* an effort should be made in order to improve energy efficiency, to develop renewable energy 
sources, in particular for thermal use and electricity production and to provide electricity in rural 

areas; 

* the "Euro Mediterranean Energy Forum", which will constitute a flexible framework could 
ensure the continuity of dialogue amongst all the partners at political as well as expert level and 

could promote projects for regional interest. 
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With the beginning of the new millennium, NGOs of the eastern Mediterranean region 

are at a crossroads facing many challenges, among which Is the challenge to cope 

with, coordinate, and if necessary to have their inputs along the line of their 

governments' political and socioeconomic agendas. The culture of peace and 

cooperation in the Middle East with European as well as American support launched 

since Madrid in 1991 has still to genuinely develop, but has opened a window for 

establishing and strengthening the exchange of information, joint research in the 

region and common implementation of projects, 

The importance of NGO roles in regional and sub-regional cooperation lies in their 

relative freedom from the constraints of official government institutions: NGOs are 

able to form connections that may be deemed politically unpopular or sensitive, and 

can often act as trailblazers, setting precedents and establishing working relationships 

between the personnel of opposing camps that may later be utilized by the official 

channels. Examples of this are manifold in the fields of regional stability and security, 

as well as democratization. 

Unfortunately, the activities of NGOs in this regiOn have been hampered by an 

obsession with obtaining funding and resources, and as a result a non-productive and 

non-altruistic mentality has developed. For example, the theoretically sound "people

to-people projects" in the Israel-Palestine region have produced little in the way of 

substantive results, as NGOs and governments rush towards these projects for the sake 

of the funds, and in some cases pay little attention to the substance, context or the 

value of the work. 

Although there have been internal attempts to attack this mentality, the projects 

undertaken thus far have been counterproductive, misused, and the NGOs that 

undertake them risk losing their values and/or reputation. If people are not convinced 

of what they are doing and for whom, what they are achieving and how to build on It, 

the current basket of regional and sub-regional cooperation will continue to be 

hijacked by professional businessmen who see the relationship based on material 
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